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3 RULE 226. OATH TO JURY PANEL
4
5 (a) Oath. Before the parties or their attorneys begin examination of the jury
6 panel, the jurors shall be given by the court or under its direction the following oath: "Do
7 you solemnly swear or affirm that you will give true answers to all questions asked you
8 concerning your qualifications as a juror, so help you God?"
9

10 (b) Affirmation in Lieu of Oath. If any juror refuses to take the oath as given,
11 the court may use such other oath, affirmation or statement as is calculated to awaken to
12 the juror's conscience and impress the juror's mind with the duty to speak the truth, and
13 which causes the juror to acknowledge that a false statement is subject to the penalties for
14 perjury.
15
16
17 RULE 226a. INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY PANEL AND JURY
18
19 The court shall give such instructions to the jury panel and to the jury as may be
20 prescribed by the Supreme Court in an order or orders entered for that purpose.
21
22 Approved Instructions
23
24 The court shall give the following instructions to the jury panel and to the jury. If
25 the case is tried to a six-person jury, the references to ten or eleven jurors should be
26 changed to read "five."
27
28 PART 1- JURY PANEL
29
30 After the members of the panel have been sworn as provided in Rule 226 and before
31 the voir dire examination, the court shall read to the jury panel the following instructions,
32 with such modifications as the circumstances of the particular case may require:
33
34 Members of the Jury Panel: The case that is now on trial is v.
35 . This is a civil lawsuit that will be tried before a jury. If you are
36 selected to serve on the jury, your duty as jurors will be to decide the disputed facts. It is
37 my duty as judge to see that the case is tried in accordance with the rules of law. In this
38 case, as in all cases, the actions of the judge, parties, witnesses, attorneys and jurors must
39 be according to law. Texas law permits proof of violations of the rules of proper jury
40 conduct. By this I mean that jurors and others may be called upon to testify in open court
41 about certain acts of jury misconduct. It is very important that you follow carefully all
42 instructions that I give you now and later during the trial. If you do not obey these
43 instructions, it may become necessary for another jury to retry this case with all the resulting
44 waste of your time here and the expense to the litigants and the taxpayers of this county for
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1 another trial. Your instructions are as follows:

3 1. Do not mingle or talk with the parties, the lawyers, the witnesses, or any other
4 person who might be connected with or interested in this case, except for casual greetings.
5 You may not even have casual conversations about things completely unrelated to this
6 lawsuit with any of these people. They have to follow these same instructions, and you will
7 understand it when they do.
8
9 2. Do not accept any favors from these people, and do not give them any favors.

10 You must avoid even slight favors, such as rides, food, or refreshment.
11
12 3. Do not discuss this case with anyone, including your spouse. Do not let
13 anyone discuss the case in your hearing. If anyone tries to talk about the case with you or
14 in your hearing, tell me or the bailiff immediately.
15
16 4. The attorneys will now have an opportunity to talk with you about the case
17 and the people involved, and to ask you some questions about your backgrounds,
18 experiences, attitudes, and opinions. In questioning you, they are not meddling in your
19 personal affairs, but are trying to select a fair and impartial jury in this case. Listen to the
20 questions and give true and complete answers. Do not conceal information. If you cannot
21 hear or understand the questions, please let me know.
22
23 5. If a question is asked of some part or all of the panel that requires a response
24 from you, please raise your hand and keep it raised until you have responded to the
25 question or the person asking it has indicated that you may put your hand down.

Whether you are selected as a juror for this case or not, you are performing a
28 significant service which only free people can perform. We shall try the case as fast as
29 possible consistent with justice, which requires a careful and correct trial. If selected on the
30 jury, unless I instruct you differently, you will be permitted to separate at recesses and for
31 meals, and at night.
32
33 The attorneys will now proceed with their examination.
34
35 PART 2 - JURY
36
37 Immediately after the jurors have been sworn as provided in Rule 236, the court shall
38 give each juror a copy of the following written instructions and then read them to the jury.

' 39
40 Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury: By your oath, you are now officials of this court,
41 and active participants in the administration of justice. I now give you further instructions
42 that you must obey throughout this trial. It is essential to the administration of fair and
43 impartial justice that you follow these instructions:

I
I
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1. You must continue to obey the instructions I gave you earlier. I will remind
you of some of them again.

2. Do not talk about the case with anyone, including your spouse, and do not
have any contact of any kind, no matter how brief, with the parties, attorneys, witnesses, or
other interested persons outside the courtroom. Do not accept any favors from these
people, and do not give them any favors. You must avoid even slight favors, such as rides,
food or refreshments.

3. Do not even discuss the case among yourselves until you have heard all the
evidence, the court's charge, the attorneys' arguments, and I have sent you to the jury
room to begin your deliberations.

4. Do not let anyone discuss the case in your hearing. If anyone tries to talk
about the case with you or in your hearing, tell me or the bailiff immediately.

5. You are the judges of the facts of this case. It is your duty to listen to and
consider carefully the evidence admitted under my rulings, and to answer the specific
questions about the facts that I will submit to you in writing at the end of the trial.
Therefore, you must do your best to pay careful attention to the evidence and remain alert
throughout the trial so that you will be able to answer the questions I will ask you at the
end.

6. In answering these questions, you can consider only the evidence admitted
during the trial. Do not make any investigation about the facts of the case. Do not seek
out any information contained in documents, books, or records that are not in evidence. Do
not make personal inspections of observations outside the courtroom. Do not let anyone
else do any of these things for you. This avoids a trial based upon secret evidence.

7. Do not tell other jurors your own personal experiences or those of other
persons, or relate any special information. A juror may have special knowledge of matters
such as business, technical or professional matters, or the juror may have expert knowledge
or opinions, or the juror may know what happened in this or some other lawsuit. To tell
the other jurors any of this information is a violation of these instructions.

8. Do not consider, discuss, or speculate whether any party is or is not protected
in whole or in part by insurance of any kind. [Omit when insurance is admissible.]

9. The law is determined by the legislature and courts of this state. You are
obligated to follow my instructions about the law, regardless of whether you think the law
is right or wrong.

10. During the presentation of evidence, the attorneys may make legal objections.
If an objection to a question is sustained, disregard the question, and do not speculate about
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why it was asked or what the answer might have been. If an objection to a witness's answer
is sustained, disregard that answer. It is not in evidence, and should not be considered. Do
not speculate about or consider for any reason the objections or my rulings on them.

I stress again that it is imperative that you follow these instructions, as well as any
others that I may give you later. If you do not obey these instructions, then it may become
necessary for another jury to retry this case with all the resulting waste of your time here
and the expense to the litigants and the taxpayers of this county for another trial. Texas law
permits proof of violations of the rules of proper jury conduct. By this I mean that jurors
and others may be called upon to testify in open court about certain acts of jury misconduct.

Keep your copy of these instructions, and refer to them should any question arise
about the rules that govern your conduct during this trial. A violation of any instruction
must be reported to me or the bailiff as soon as possible.

PART 3- COURT' S CHARGE

I
I
I
I

I
P39

40

Before closing arguments begin, the court shall give to each member of the jury a
copy of the charge, which shall include the following written instructions with such
modifications as the circumstances of the particular case may require:

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury:

20
21
22

1. This case is submitted to you by asking question about the facts. Your
answers must be based only upon the evidence, including exhibits, admitted during the trial.

23
24
25
26

2. In considering the evidence, you must follow the law set forth in this charge,
as well as all instructions concerning jurors' conduct that I have given you.

27

3. You are the sole judges of the credibility of witnesses and the weight to be
given their testimony.

4. Do not let bias, prejudice, or sympathy play any part in your deliberations.

5. Do not become a secret witness by telling other jurors about other incidents,
experiences, or lawsuits. Do not tell other jurors about any special knowledge, information,
or expertise you may have. You must confine your deliberations to the evidence presented
in the courtroom. This avoids a trial based on secret evidence.

44

issue.]
6. Do not discuss or consider attorneys' fees [Omit when attorneys' fees are in

7. Do not discuss or consider whether any party has insurance. [Omit when
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insurance is admissible.]

8. This charge includes the legal instructions and definitions that you should use
in reaching your verdict. If no definition is given, the normal meaning of words applies.
Do not look up any information in law books or dictionaries.

9. Every answer required by the charge is important.

10. Do not decide who you think should win and then try to answer the questions
accordingly. Simply answer the questions; and do not concern yourselves with the effect of
your answers.

11. Do not decide a question by any method of chance.

12. If a question calls for a numerical answer, the figure should be one agreed to
by the jurors, not one reached by adding together each juror's figure and then dividing by
the number of jurors to get an average.

13. Do not do any trading on your answers. That is, one juror must not agree to
answer one question a certain way if other jurors will agree to answer another question a
certain way.

14. After you retire to the jury room, you will select a presiding juror. You will
then deliberate upon your answers.

15. It is the duty of that presiding juror:

a. to preside during the deliberations to maintain order and compliance
with all instructions given you;

b. to write, sign, and deliver to the bailiff any communication to me;
c. to conduct the vote; and
d. to write your answers in the spaces provided.

16. You may render your verdict on the vote of ten or more members of the jury.
The same ten or more must agree upon each and every answer made.

17. If the verdict is reached by unanimous agreement, the presiding juror will sign
the verdict on the certificate page for the entire jury.

18. If the verdict is less than unanimous, the ten or eleven jurors who agree to
each and every answer will sign the verdict on the certificate page.
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19. If you observe a violation of my instructions outside the jury room, by either
a juror or any other person, you must report that to me or the bailiff immediately.

20
' 21
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38
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20. During your deliberations, any juror who observes a violation of my
instructions shall point out the violation to the offending juror and caution that juror not to
violate the instruction again.

21. You must not discuss the case with anyone, not even with other members of
the jury, unless all of the jurors are in the jury room. If anyone other than a juror tries to
talk to you about the case before you reach a verdict, tell me or the bailiff immediately.

22. When you have answered all applicable questions and signed the verdict, you
should inform the bailiff before returning to the courtroom with your verdict.

[Instructions, definitions, and questions to be placed here.]

Certificate

We, the jury, have answered the questions as shown and return these answers to court as
our verdict.

Signature of presiding juror if unanimous.

Signatures of jurors voting for the verdict, if not unanimous.

PART 4 - JURY RELEASE

The court shall give the jury the following oral instructions after accepting the verdict
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I i and then release them:

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury: I earlier instructed you to observe strict secrecy
during the trial, and not to discuss this case with anyone except other jurors while you were
deliberating. I am now about to discharge you. Once I have discharged you, you are
released from secrecy and from all the other orders that I gave you. You will be completely
free to discuss anything about this case with anyone. You will be just as free to decline to
talk about the case if that is your decision.

[Court's commendation of jurors and the importance of service they have performed
may be added here.]

RULE 236. OATH TO JURY

I
20
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25
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I
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(a) Oath. Before opening statements are given, the jurors shall be given by the
court or under its direction the following oath: "Do you solemnly swear or affirm that you
will return a true verdict, according to the law stated in the court's charge and to the
evidence submitted to you under the rulings of this court, so help you God?"

(b) Affirmation in Lieu of Oath. If any juror refuses to take the oath as given,
the court may use such other oath, affirmation or statement as is calculated to awaken to
the juror's conscience and impress the juror's mind with the duty to speak the truth, and
which causes the juror to acknowledge that a false statement is subject to the penalties for
perjury.

RULE 271. CHARGE TO THE JURY

The court shall prepare a written charge to the jury. The court shall provide the
parties written copies of the proposed charge and a reasonable opportunity to prepare their
requests and objections and to present them on the record outside the presence of the jury
after the conclusion of the evidence and before the charge is read to the jury. After
requests and objections are made and ruled upon and any modifications to the charge are
made, and before argument, the judge shall read the charge to the jury in open court
precisely as written. The court shall deliver a copy of the written charge to each member
of the jury. The charge shall be signed by the judge and filed with the clerk.

RULE 277. STANDARDS FOR THE JURY CHARGE

a. General Standards. A party is not entitled to the submission of a question,
instruction or definition regarding a matter that is not affirmatively raised by the written
pleadings and raised by the evidence. The court shall not directly comment on the weight
of the evidence or advise the jury of the effect of its answers, but an otherwise proper
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40

question, instruction or definition shall not be objectionable on the ground that it
incidentally comments on the weight of the evidence or advises the jury of the effect of its
answers.

b. Questions. The court shall submit questions about the disputed material
factual issues raised by the pleadings and the evidence. The court shall, whenever feasible,
submit the case by broad form questions. The court may predicate the jury's consideration
of one or more questions upon specified answers to another question or questions on which
the materiality of the predicated question or questions depends. The court may submit a
question disjunctively when the evidence shows that only one of the matters inquired about
necessarily exists. A proper disjunctive question that submits a defensive theory as an
alternative to a claimants theory is not an impermissible inferential rebuttal submission.
However, inferential rebuttal questions shall not be submitted.

c. Instructions and Definitions. The court shall submit such instructions and
definitions as shall be proper to enable the jury to render a verdict. The placing of the
burden of proof may be accomplished by instructions or by inclusion in the questions.

RULE 278. PRESERVATION OF APPELLATE COMPLAINTS

a. Requests. After the close of the evidence and before or at the time of
objecting, or at such earlier time as the court may require, a party shall submit to the court
in writing the questions, definitions and instructions requested to be included in the charge
on any contention that party was required to plead. The requests must be sufficient to
provide the court reasonable guidance in fashioning the charge. Failure to comply with this
paragraph shall not preclude the party from assigning error in the charge if an objection is
made pursuant to paragraph (b).

b. Objections. A party may not complain of any error in the charge unless that
party objects thereto before the charge is read to the jury, stating distinctly the matter
objected to and the grounds of the objection. An objection must identify that portion of the
charge to which complaint is made and be specific enough to enable the trial court to make
an informed ruling on the objection. Objections shall be in writing or shall be made orally
in the presence of the court, the court reporter, and opposing counsel. It shall be presumed,
unless otherwise noted in the record, that a party making objections did so at the proper
time.

c. Obscured or Concealed Objections or Requests. When an objection or
request is obscured or concealed by voluminous unfounded objections or requests, minute
differentiations or numerous unnecessary objections or requests, such objection or request
shall not preserve appellate complaint. No objection to one part of the charge may be
adopted and applied to any other part of the charge by reference only. A judgment shall
not be reversed because of the failure of the court to submit different shades of the same

8
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I 1 question, definition, or instruction.
2
3 d. Rulings. The court shall announce its rulings on objections on the record
4 before reading the charge to the jury. In the absence of an express ruling, any objection not
5 cured by the charge is deemed overruled.

' 6
7 C. Evidentiary Sufficiency Complaints. A claim that there is no evidence to
8 support the submission of a question, or that the answer to the question is established as a
9 matter of law, may be made for the first time after the verdict. A claim that there is

10 factually insufficient evidence to support the jury 's answer to a question, or that the answer
11 to a question is against the great weight and preponderance of the evidence, may be made
12 only after the verdict. Such claims may be made regardless of whether the submission of
13 the question was requested by the complainant.
14
15 Notes and Comments
16
17 Comment to 1996 change: Paragraph (a) provides that "failure to comply with this
18 rule shall not preclude the party from assigning error in the charge if an objection is made
19 pursuant to paragraph (b)," but the court may sanction a party who fails to comply with the
20 rule.
21
22
23 RULE 279. OMISSIONS FROM THE CHARGE
24
25 a. Omission of Entire Ground. Any independent ground of recovery or defense
26 which is not conclusively established under the evidence and all elements of which are
27 omitted from the charge without preservation of appellate complaint by the party relying
28 thereon is waived.
29
30 b. Omission of One or More Elements. When an independent ground of
31 recovery or defense consists of more than one element, and one or more of the elements
32 necessary to sustain such ground of recovery or defense, and necessarily referable thereto,
33 is submitted to and found by the jury, and one or more of such elements is omitted from

^ 34 the charge, the court, at the request of either party, may after notice and hearing and at any
35 time before the judgment is rendered, make and file written findings on such omitted
36 element or elements, if the party aggrieved by the findings has failed to preserve appellate
37 complaint with respect to the omitted elements. If no such written findings are made, the
38 omitted elements shall be deemed found by the court in such manner as to support the
39 judgment if such deemed findings are supported by legally and factually sufficient evidence.
40 The legal and factual sufficiency of the evidence to support express findings made under this
41 rule may be challenged in the same manner as challenges to express findings in nonjury
42 cases.

I
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REDLINE VERSION RULES 296-331

RULE 296. REQUESTS FOR FINDINGS OF FACT S
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I
^
I

a
tFagMa any party may re
conclusions of law.

P,A;.:^;y.;i,^.^;F,I.J^i:;All:::^

Iuest the: ^:., ... .

Conclusions of Law" and shall be filed within twenty days after #01Wjudgment is signed
with the clerk of the court,whoshallimmediately call such re.quest.tothe attention of the
judge who tried the case. A; xe . s l farfiri' ".` of facl an^^. ct^ne^psions. ^f la^ as r^a^ ro: er;::...:::^ : ... . P . P .:..

^aric^uszoris:c
o£;tl^e j.udgnl

Source: ¶(a), Rule 296; ¶(b), Rule 306c

ffiew<:Tho ",t"" ,1„"n +^'o
................. b

RULE 297. MM FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The seu^^udgG shall file tts-findings of fact and conclusions of
law within twenty days after a timely request is filed. The se^^"c^ge"shall cause a copy
of ;:findings and conclusions to be mailed to each party in the suit.

If the seu^= ^udge: ails to file timely fmdings of fact and
conclusions of law, the party making the request shall, within thirty days after filing the
original request, file with the clerk ane-Se oreanse

a`Notice of Past Due Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law" which shall be immediately
called to the attention of the seuH^judg by the clerk. Such notice shall state the date the
original request was filed and the date thP findings and conclusions were due. Upon filing
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.................................
this notice, the time for the seu^>juc^g6 to file findings of fact and conclusions of la« is

extended to forty days from the date the original request was filed.

Source: ¶¶ (a), (b), Rule 297; ¶(c) new.

The text of this rule has been slightly edited pursuant to the vote of the committee at our
15-16 March 1996 meeting. This revision is noted only for your review in determining
that the editing correctly expresses the will of the committee.

RULE 298. ADDITIONAL OR AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

^2^q^esf After the seuA:^t^:d e:files original findings of fact and
conclusions of law, any party may file 114*h the ^ l°r k of the ^^•^* a request for specified
additional or amended findin^sor conclusions ^`C;^^. ^^^ ,e ^II b
sh^e made within #^:t^vi^itdays after the filing of the original fmdings and conclusions

es The se^tshall file any additional or:: u e^ :::<::€'I`^:^iai^e<::fu:^.::^...:..: ...::s::^ ..:... ::........:..:.. d ..::...:........:::...::::.......:.:........:........g............:.......^.........nse,. .^...::..g....<
amended finding and conclusions that are appropriate within ten days after sush request
if filed; a o ffit u - ,

Source: Rule 298.

RULE 299. ONIYTTED
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When findings of fact are filed by the trial seSW they...............
shall form the basis of the judgment upon all grounds of recovery aPA °mbr^^°a

Mti

^:.'.: en one^ere "" elementsh an ts t1^eFee^.........,..... .:..g:::. ...., ...... ;;^.
^as been found by Jthe trial "^tt^R&ve-H .:::,^.;;^<.:;:.;:.:>:;: . . .:.< <.. :^ :. :;t^

..^iidufif elements^^^ af ^ gro^ cx # .... ...... .:;.. ..:.:::::.:<: ::::«:::>::::::;»> <:: •:»::::>:<::<:: ^<::::>::>:::::»>::>::>::::»::>::;::>:::^: ^::»>::»:::<::...>::>::>:::. ........
:.. :::::::: .::... :.:: . .::.:.;

^.:.::..:::.;:::>.::> .
when supported by fac^a^':;:suff^t^en-;evidence;-

Source: Rule 299.

S=el ..

The text of this rule has been slightly edited for purposes of improving grammar per
Stephen Yelenosky's request.

RULE 299a. FINDINGS OF FACT TO BE
SEPARATELY FILED AND NOT RECITED

IN A JUDGMENT

din s of fact arid`;::^onclusxo^s::o^^ ;:..;:: ::::>.::::.::::;::;:.;:::::<:;.:::::.:;.;:.::.;>, ;,
ei^': ecaurt:as<:<cictclunent:

• .;.;.: ..::.> ;: .. ^:.>:.: ^: ^:.;::::>::: ^::;^:;;:.:::.:::::>i::s::> : r ....... .... ...............................

n#^ net-he recited in a judgment
^f;there is a conflict between #h" findings of fast recited in a#he judgment in lu^

this n1leand the findings of €act made pursuant to Rules 297 and 298, the latter findings will

Source: Rule 299a.

RULE 300. JUDGMENTS, DECREES AND ORDERS
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Source: New rule; codification of existing law.

ero

V1.................................

The final clause of Rule 300(b)(3), beginning with the word "except" has been added to
conform with the vote of the committee to clarify the alternative adopted at our 15-16
March 1996 meeting. Of course, the purpose of this addition was to make clear the
previous relief that has been expressly granted in a prior judgment or order will not be
overruled by a general "Mother Hubbard" clause.

Source: New rule.

i...'m

a :: ; >::^.....: ..:.......:....
exa

;.:.::.:.:.

a^::^i^::>tl.....................».
^Yentx()

..................... .
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Alternative 1: Approved on 15-16 March 1996

Alternative 2: Include reliefnecessaryfor finaljudgment

i
I
I

Justice Guittard and I believe that the change in the language made at the last meeting
was ill advised and we propose to return to the prior language as shown in Alternative 2.
Without a requirement that a judgment state that the relief given to each party, the
judgment is not final pursuant to such cases as Burleson v. City ofHouston, 07-95-0083-
CV (Tex. Civ. App.-Amarillo March 20, 1996, n.w.h) (not designated for publication).
The court held that the judgment was not fmal because it only stated that one motion for
summary judgment was granted and the other denied. In other words, the trial court
judgment needed to state the relief given to the winner.

A=

................................

Source: Rules 300, 301, 306, 308
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I
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Vh°r° the ;'-,^^^ A judgment }s for personal property, and

has , the may writ

for tl+e seizure and delivery of such property
FisePAHe^

Source: Rule 308, after first clause of first sentence.

iudzments for clthe fore sure °f° ^,. ..........::.;:.;:::::: ... .. .. .. .. .... ..
be

.,::..
morta e^ other liens shall #g g ox e ^az;:. ^^) ar^.Gnvezy ^^ that the p^pxa^,d
his debt, damages and costs:; ;^i:i): ^ foreclosure of the phainti lien on the
property subject thereto, and, to i;:X^eri; ^^trat an order of sale

i^^oi
:. > ... :

Jn , ;;;:;pirt^pezty
a

s under execution,except in judgments against
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erStiT^a^'<f.; .`T^SF^ita^iv,>::::::>:.:::>::> ::.:..:...::.....eP.:..:.:...::...:::............
if the property cannot be found, or ifthe proceeds of sush th:e.

sale be a^e insufficient to satisfy the judgment, then 'to take the m^^°y

foreclosmg a lren upon p^ real

Sources: Rule 309, 310.

rsottal Represetit^Ye^ A judgment for the recovery of money

..........
parties +,.+,,° fie,.o^,,,,.o suite and any person claiming under the IWO*

........ by any right acquired pending sush-suit; and the sam^ ^uc^g^ri^nt
. The

ea^:`the sheriff or other officer toJ^^ :..................,..,.:,.........:..................
place the purchaser of the property.:: r in possession ther-eef within thirty
days after the dayef ;;4f'#h^ fq^^Cl4SUr^ sale.

the force and effect of a writ of possession as between th:....:.:.....::.......::..:..:....::::.

...........̂
but it shall be certified to the s

. .

ngin matters
mn4farn nre:preseri^a^t^e:x: -e^^ y _ court, sitti::.... ........: :... ..., ............................... .................

probate, to be diefe enforced in bfiti.8f::tbie lawx ^^p^ that.- ^- a
judgment against ari?:ui;t^epiezi;deexecutor °^^^in*°a and ^*ir^ ^a°f ^'l

shall state that it is to
:
6epaid in the due course of administration. No exeeutie

~..o...a;: ud ent::. t..a:: ersq al..........^.. ...... .......^... .. ^...........^^. .. .. .. ^ . . .... . .....

a ainst:>a::'``'^somal;ire1?reseufafr^t;:::>^Taet^Zi^> an executor, ,administrator- or bm ^ardig ,

be enforced against the property of the testator in the hands of th
executor., by ° ••fi^^ ^*h°Y eases.

.,.*:..; .
be t^v°^ out of any 6`41 other:^rop:erty of

^v^^^am

Source: Rule 313.

I
RULE 301. .1 JUDGMENT

I

11
I

[In part moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)]

Source: Rule 305.

rtfic^ Afw nartv may
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I

clQZ.: det'ez^Si3

f

i^tffii4]'

<:^eu^^^e.ct............ ............
f^'::IIIE?Y'S.LI^

The "unless" clause of paragraph (b)(2) has been slightly changed to more accurately
express the waiver that occurs per the holding in Allen v. American Nat '1Ins. Co., 380 S.W.2d
604, 609 (Tex. 1964). The "unless" clause has also been added to paragraph (c)(2) below to
conform the language of the identical ground in the motion to modify.

Source: Rules 268, 301; FED. R. Civ. P. 50

...,.......^ :^:^:^.

applIca
c

7

1

I
I

I



Pet

Source: Rules 301, 329b

..............

Source: Rule 316.

I
I
I

:»:>:>:>:>:>:.,
;.::.^. ,

^^r^tiar^;P_:.., .:;> .:;::;:

Source: New rule to incorporate purposed TRCP 302 in listing of
permissible motions.

flri: a^` e

Source: Rule 268, 305; in part new to clarify that a party may file multiple
motions and each should be considered independently.

W

, the judge
Et juagme

<at^uas:;:::rc^r: txv^<^ai?^ ^ new trials, Q#`< ;^rfiigl;<frial: ^t.:...:..::.g...::................... .^. .:. t^....:::::..:....:...:.:::...:.:::...:::.....
may bergranted and ^ judgment i. riis^;^ie set aside on motion ^:.^a^'a`rty or on

. 4 "^,^tt a;ro^+'^ on such +o^ms as the , o ,.seu^t s own mos tion? zu ;;f^iie c^w^i^^ ^.......... .... ..: : . ............. ..............^>::>::>:>>::>:::>::>:::: :>:: <:>:;:»::><:<::::::;<:><::>:; .< .:>:.. .. :..: ...
xr^sta^ir^s:> tiztR;.

cs`:::su

8

I



:>. . . :::>:::;. <:>::::: >: : >:>:>:: : > : ;::: >: w: : :«; ...::<>:..: : : : :::;;;<::: : <::;>::;::>:;:::;:::>:; ::>::»: »: :: <><: : .
e=ce:of ttie

..................................
en the damaRes awa^tl are manifestly too 1arge or too;::>:>:::;::::<:>:.::::>.. ... ..._ ....>:::: . . .........._. _....:;:o;:>:>r...»> ;;:.: ^ ..... .. ............. ..

p^^^ftll{7^^.

' :<az►:' `:'<^aa^" 'zo''e^^` ' `"`" ^ `'""'^t^
^^e::>:^>:;

T^7,^.. ^. R . A . Y . . . . .. .. . xi. ^

Source: Rules 320, 327 and 329

9
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I
I
I
I
I _^z<Y:y:^:^

Source: Rule 321, 322

^g 0m......... . . .. ...............................^!^.::.......,...........^...............::.::..:..:::::.,:::::::::::::::::::..::::::::::.:

.9tsred:'>ti Vl eIi=^

e

I

I

I
I
I

I

eri

Source: New, to codify existing requirements.

^ 'ir:ti''cer^i^ir^ For Ju ry Misconduct.) ..........:...:..:......:::...:.....:..

affidavit, is misconduct of the jury or of the officer in charge of^ ^, or:......::.:.::.::... ....because of ^r• ^ ' "' ^ communication made to the orJ^S', J ..:::>:::::.......
gave-^an erroneous or incorrect answer on voir dire examination, the jud^;^, se^ shall
hear evidence ^ereef from the jury or others in open court, and may... . ....:..:... . .
grant a new trial if sureh made , or-

-ea;rizig. When the ground of a the motion for new trial su orted b, ^p:: .:.;: : ; y

the trial of the case and f.-,,,,, the ,°^^rd as a ^,hole that inJury

- - - - --- -- --- -- --- ^-- -- --------___--_-^ ^_ -^_.___.Y, ._..__ ^
reasonablyappearsfrom the evidence both on the hearing of the motion and ^zoi'

«:<^#:f:?^:^:%`'`.::;'''::`;:`;:::i%^:::i;^;i:::`^ i;:;^:`.:^:::i:?::;::^:.::;:;:^':':::.':`:^:::::;;i::t;%`^:;^:^^:``'''^::::r:;:`:%.^^;{:'':`::::%:'.::::::•`:.:5:;:;t;:;^:G::^::<::;^::^:'^^^i^::i:`^:^::^:^:;:.

probably resulted to the complaining party.

,<:.,,.: .. ... .. .........:
urrirS A Juror ma not testif as to an matter or

statement occurring during the seun^e jury's deliberationss or to the °#'e^* ^f
0 any ether J'uror's mind or emotions t^ar`^fa^:> sses, as....... ...........

>::::....:::::4:::::::i:i:

influencing ^ty t^^^u^v^;s ^o assent to or dissent from the verdict oe^e^g

10
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I
1

affidavit or e.,,i.denee a any statement by a^; jurar. ^n concerning a azky
matttter about which #h"`; jui`he would be precluded from testifying be r°^°^Z^°-^rdt.

these Pm"poses.Y......... _.. . ...... _ t_. ... __.. ^ . Stl
I

The text of this rule has been slightly changed per the vote at the 15-16 March 1996
meeting. The text may need to be reconsidered to be absolutely certain that it conforms
to the Evidence Subcommittee's version of 'lEx. R. Civ. EVtD. 606(b)

Source: Rule 327

E3^te^s^^;;^am^g^s;:;^emtt%^xr
,y.<,.«,;,;«««<y««;«««::<;>;<;.«<,«„<.,««<>,.>,<;

...........................

Any party in whose favor a judgment has been
rendered may remit any part thereof in open court, or by executing and filing with the
clerk a written remittitur signed by the party or the party's attorney of record, and
duly acknowledged by the party or the party's attorney. Such_ remittitur shall be a part
of the record of the cause. Execution shuH iiria^ issue only for the balance ex^ of.:..... . ...
such judgment.

Source: New to codify existing law on ¶(1); Rule 315 on ¶(2).

that a new trial should be granted on a point or points that affect only a part of the matters
in controversy a^t f^iat is clearly separable without unfairness to the parties,
the ^uage seu^ may grant a new trial as to that part only, but a separate trial
on unliquidated damages alone shall not be ordered if liability issues are contested.

Source: Rule 320.

11
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I

......

h

. . .
.. .............

:.........................^:: .,... ::..r,.
seu^ a timely request, objechon, or, motion m ^ ^^r stating the specific;; . ::.....:. .. :. ::... ::

for the ruling hegrounds : ::: ;...:;,.pl^^utu^g.pu^Y desired.:the ^ court to make if the
ere not a arentfrom t e context. ;;c^u^iti:^z..

::::. ;:::. `^:. >: ... .. .........
................ . ..... .... . .... ....... ...... ......................:^....::....:.. . . ::$.:. :. ::::. ::.:::««:::::: :.:........:.........::.P::::::::::::

on the................

M......................................

o^rial:t^1Il t^^ eXCeptxons`: If the trial judge refuses to rule, an
eouWs refusal to rule is sufficient to preserve the complaint. R-is

to rulings or orders of the trial court.. ........... ...

Source: Texas Rule Of Appellate Procedure 52(a).

I
I
I
I
I

^evii:ew<'

..............................................................
the damages :w^i.

12

izOu^'zcM to support a jury finding;
evidence

raefflpla^n a jury finding is against the overwhelming ^^t
eR,o^erarice of the evidence;

I



I
I

(5) azz;incurable jury argument; if not otherwise ruled on by the trial court;

ca^rn^^ o

.:.,,
:::.`^^.:

I
Source: Rule 324(b), 329

I

o. ^Ciu^ InS^.C ^
aze:::e^^cessiv^>i

z;01T^ ^1^1^A`

u0n^omp:lm

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(d).

Informal Bills Of Exception And Offers Of Proof. When
fhe dence the artvi ts o s all as soon as:.:::.: practicable, but beforeY.:.:.:.:.::.::..: ...... ..... :.::....: :.....:.. .......................................................... .................. ... ... .... ......P .... .. ... . ...,

r befoxe
><the eeuut ^ char e is read to theg t.,is„szg^ed.,^uu;a.^wnJ^y:case, be

allowed to make, in the absence of the jury, an offer of proof in the form of a concise
statement. The seu^:Judg::" may, or at the request of a party shall, direct >the :>making of the
offer inquestion and answer form. A transcription of the reporter's notes qr: t^f t^ie: electro.tzi^... . . . ... . .:..:.. ...... ....:..:.
ape ^ec;t^tizu^ showing the offer, whether by concise statement or question and answer,
showing the objections made, and showing the ruling t^er-eer^, when included in the reoef:d

certified by the reporter shall establish the nature of the^.:^.:::^acfs ^::
evidence, the objectionsrand the ruling. The se^ judge may add any other or further
statement othe character of the evidence, the form in which it was.:....::.. ........
offered, the objection made and the ruling. No further offer need be made. No formal bills
of exception shall be..r^ neededto authorize appellate review of

^cl;i^s%`oz^ ^f evidence. When the sehears objections.::,: .. :::
to offered evidence out of the presence of the jury and rules that sueh t^e evidence be
admitted, sush objections sl^nllbe are deemed to apply to such evidence when it is
admitted before the jury without the necessity of repeating 4m.

13
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Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(b).

Formal Bills Of Exception. The preparation and filing of formal bills of
exception shall be governed by the following rules:

(1) No particular form of words shall be requiredin abill ofexception,but
the oto the rulin action of the ::>::,<::^^::^:

dg:::
:;e seuHtobjection g or 3:^ and,tbo.:?^^g::c^znp1auied;o

shall be stated with such circumstances, or so much of the evidence as may be
necessary to explain, and no more, and the whole as briefly as possible.

(2) When the statement of facts contains all the evidence requisite to
explain the bill of exception, evidence need not be set out in the bill; but it shall be
sufficient to refer to the same as it appears in the statement of facts.

(3) The ruling of the jodge se^ in giving or qualifying instructions to the
jury shall be regarded as approved unless a proper ^dti^^Z^ objection is made.

(4) Formal bills of exception shall be presented to the judge for his
allowance and signature.

sem^ shall submit;#^^ sush bill to the adverse party or his. :.:...:..:..::........:.:......::..
aclVezseparty s counsel, if in attendance on at the court, and if:it^i: cl-^s:"``. finus^.:.:.r^::::-:.e::P.:.::.: :::..::::......
it;fethad to be correct, the judge shall sign it without delay and file it with the clerk.

...... . :::...;:;;^;:^ ^..^
the p:aiie:g liai:(y or ihe^ his counsel such corrections as 3hd e e in s n e c e s s a r y
there, and if they are agreed to he the`j^it^ge shall make such corrections, sign the
bill and file it with the clerk.

(7) Should the L^"^r^ii^s not agree to .ut. e's>:aut`" esfed such.::.:.......... ^3` ......,........ J.. :^::...... ...:.:.P^.

I
I
I
I
I
I

corrections, the iudp-e shall return the bill to him
f l d hd i he.s re usa en orse efean, and s all prepare, sign and file with the clerkt t

such bill of exception as will, in his th^:^uopinion, present the ruling of the
court as it actually occurred.

(8) Should the WMp^party be dissatisfied with ^e said bill filed by^.:
the judge, he may, upon procuring the signature of three
respectable bystanders, citizens of this State, attesting to the correctness of the bill as
a^z^^a^Iy presented b}have:fi the-same filed as part of the record of the cause;;....... ... .....

The truth of the matter in Y°&Y°r^° thereto may be controverted and maintained
by affidavits, not exceeding five in number on each side, ta-be filed with the papers

14
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I

PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
II
I

of the cause, within ten days after the filing of th said bill afia *^b° ^easide a as
°p^4 of the r e^erd ^dnR ^. On appeal the truth of:tl}e su^ bill of ^v̂ e
shall be determ.ined fromthd sush affidavits s<-M

(9) In the event af conflict.. .::
between its the statement of facts,
the bill shall control.

10) Anything occurring in open court orrinr chambers that is reported
'`:iand so certified by the court reporter ^ ^^rt^^r.: may be included m the

statement of facts rather than in a formal bill of exception:; pre, n a°a that in
ease t t?^' party requesting that all or part of the jury arguments or the voir dire
examination of the jury panel be included in the statement of factsshall pay the cost
thereof^ which sest shall be separately listed in the ,....:.............: ............. .....................

al GO and thesame may be taxed in whole or
in part by the appellate court against any party to the appeal.

(11) Formal bills of exception shall be filed in the trial court within sixty
days after the judgment is signed '

or if a tunelv motion for
new trial^ .^;^or:<to:rei^skat.^:>P^^;>

has been filed, formal bills of exception shall be filed within ninetv davs
after the judgment is signed:

When a formal bills of
exception afe filed, if they may be included in the transcript or in a supplemental
transcript.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(c).

15 I
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I

Source: New rule in part; Rule 301 in part.

:i VIo`di.A

A motion

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

,::::>:<
^:ma^: be. f led without leave of court ^:

is signed. One or more amended,. ......... :.:...:

trial ;f-kdz-shall be filed pfier- to within thirty days after
on for new:.<

T„io the o .,+
^ ^;^ nr+̂ xc zc c; ;`: :ui ed.̀idi:<^!^r e^r ^.:..::: ..... ....

the expiration of the s°v°T'jr five day

rmined by orderotion for new trial is not detemotion `;^:...........:...
signed within,, seventy-five days after the ^:^.^ judgment erapp was
signed, the ari^sue^ inotion shall be considered overruled by operation of law upon

Source: Rule 329, 329(b).

^at period.

ecQrcl:.. ...... ......................................

1
16
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Source: New rule in part; Rule 329b in part.

t6 and Beginning of Periods

)S^^ufii^?n>:^

0C

W;atMVM<>^::::..........

^. oraer

I
I

I

I
I

(2) Date to be Shown. judges,
VGJvff-er-tn +onnu::..:...t^:I^ judgments, decisions^ and orders of any kind te sh*1S be
reduced to writing and signed by the trial judge with the date of signing e^press.1y
stated thereir} If the date of signing is not recited in the judgment or order, it
may be shown in the record by a certificate of the judge or otherwise;.previ-de^,
hO:,A,ej,er ,^t the absence of a showing of the date in the record s^ not
invalidate any judgment or an order.

(3) Notice of Judgment. When the final judgment or et4ef appealable
order is signed, the clerk of the court shall immediately give notice to

^ ^'^2 ;^es or peftassis- their attorney&-el-Fe6ef-d by first-class mail advisitig that
Failure to comply with the pr^•^si^^° this

rule shall not affect the periods mentioned in paragraph (e) (1) o€this fule, except as
p .r. paragraph (e) (4).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I

In Ard,-r- to To establish the. application, of s^paragraph (e^(4)^, the party
adversely affected ^i?uSt:::^e::::^`::^t^#^:^^>i^;:t^^::`:tr^^f:<^tit^::^t^::.::....:::::..... . ...........:::: :.::.. .............. ....................................,...... ^ :......

the date on which the party or .1

I
I
I
I

and that this date was more than twentyr,days. af^er.:the..^^l jud
acquired actual knowledge of the signing :::;u^"'^^^"eziit:<o^J.;:.;:.:;:^:.::::::::::

his attorney .either received a notice of the final 'ud enfirst t ea^. b.....,1.......?..........:;::........ .......................^?^?...............

order was signed The trialaudge: s^iad pmzx^ptiy ^ef i^e xnotit?^ `:f^ir:::heatiri^;,
.

^1^t1.r or acquired actual lrnowledge of the signing of the ^ judgment:i

e;riioti^" shall fmd the date < e^ theyac:aridr%cfi ';;;.:::.:::.....::..g ..:....:........::.:...g..:...:...............::..:...:..:.^ :
^Ws his attorney first either received a notice of the go judgment

"

^;: ^^
^::: ::v.

en ........

^e ri;:t^i^ '..."B"fi-^ fr^rtte:^:^i^'j^^^trie^t^' is:;sigrie^:.:... ::..: :. ..:: . .:. .. ..;;:;,.: :........:....:..: :..... .:::..:.:..:...:, :. . .
shall run from the date of the signing o^ thecorrected judgment
any complaint that would not ^pp^y to the original judgment.

.................................... ........................ .................. ...... ... ......... ..........
:ronr^on+ to(7) ^en Se^ed by Publication. With

a motion for new trial filed more than thirty days but within two years after the ^nal
judgment was signed, pursuant to v„io 329 under su^paragraph (c)(3) on this rule

18
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...................................
when-pr-esess has been by publication, the periods previd-ed-by..:... .....::..:.....: ...:.....

shall be computed as if the judgment were signed on
the date of filing the motion.

(8) ^r:r^:ma^u........................

I
I
I
I

Alternative 1: Approved previously and amended 15-16 March 1996

TbiftStliTe

Alternative 2: Conforming to TRAP 41(c)

attae

:. . ^.. .... .... ...... .....

^xua^>:;...a en..r:.:::e: ...:::::..:.. .....::grx?! ::;:::'.: .... ..:.....::. ^^..:.:..:. .. ..: : . ;

bI.^;;^e

aii :far.

Justice Guittard calls to our attention that Alternative 1 conflicts with TEX. R. APP. P.
41(c) as sent by the committee to the Supreme Court for approval. He suggests that we
reconsider Alternative 1 by adopting Alternative 2.

Source: ¶¶ 1-6, Rule 306a; ¶ 7, Rule 329b(h); ¶ 8, new rule.

QIf Tr

Moved to proposed TRCP 301(f) ]

19
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Pd.DF> ::^^

Alternative 1: Present Rule with Minor Textual Changes

T'^°'ri^' ^^^•: r ^e ardless of whether an a eal has been erfecte. g PP P d- :.:: . ,
tlt^:>i^a^;'^v^:i^has plenary power to grant a new trial or to vacate, modify, correct, or::::. :. :.::...::... . ..::::::.
reform the judgment until thirty days after all such timely filed motions are overruled,
eitherby a written and signed order or by operation of law, whichever semes filFst i^

oner.

motion
.^ ......

:...:J.

has plenary power to grant a new trial or to vacate, modify, correct, or reform
the judgment until thirty days after all such timely filed motions have been overruled,
either.by a written and signed order or by operation of law, whichever semes fh-st N

W-: On expiration of the time within which the trial court has
plenary power, a judgment cannot be set aside by the trial court except by bill of review for
sufficient cause, filed within the time allowed by law; provided that the court may at any
time correct a clerical error in the record of a judgment and render judgment nunc pro tunc
under Rule 34-6and may also sign an order declaring a previous judgment or order
to be void because signed after the court's plenary power had expired.

Source: Rule 329b, paragraphs (d), (e), and (f)

Alternative 2: Present Rule with More Comprehensive Statement of Present
Practice

I
I

^W:-..
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,^: ;:<.:, > :..:::. ::..: :>:<:
'^^lJtl:: ;i. ;>^^> .

)^+

if;f' 41 A7,Y ^`^iI.C. ^- ^,.{,i4. .. :.::::::::::.;:<•:;.>::;:<•;;>:«•;:.;:;;.;:.:.:;;•;>:..;.;::•;::.;;:<;<.;:.;:.;:•;>: >:::.....

►i%'^a^k>^^^`^i^t : ^ ^°;

;:^:::»::.; :>:»>..< :;«:::>

1?^

. ^. ^.c. ... _zz^..^i. ..^•e.ao .d.

5bqi^

:....:.,.: ... - ............„<:;.:^;,::.....:......

`i^::r^^:::`;'`>:;;:;_ _ .:^. . cxx^. . ..bV..)

I

I

Alternative 3: Alternative 2 Restated but Eliminating Effect of Signed Order on
Appellate Timetables in ¶ (a) (2)

21
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I

`.;».
ûe...::';:.:;:;:;:

^egaxu^^.t^^ ..... . .e^t nras: ae^i;

^?v^t^iiti^:^i`:^'?^Y'>^::`^'::

22
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Except for paragraph (a), Justice Guittard purposes consideration of the three alternatives
as acceptable versions to accomplish the vote of the committee at our 15-16 March 1996
meeting to more nearly restate the current rule. Paragraph (a) has been added at the
suggestion of Justice Duncan, but I alone have drafted the"definition." The inclusion of
the definition may not be within the vote to restate the current rule; however, the

definition is included for your consideration and can easily be removed or edited at the
will of the conunittee.

Source: Rule 329, 329b; New Rule in Part.

RULE 306. RECITATION OF JUDGMENT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)]

RULE 306a. PERIODS TO RUN FROM SIGNING OF JUDGMENT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(e)(l)-(6)]

RULE 306b. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 306c. PREMATURELY FILED DOCUMENTS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(e)(8)]

RULE 306d. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

TRANSCRIP ^ [PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

RULE 308. COURT SHALL ENFORCE ITS DECREES
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)(4), 300(c)(1)]

RULE 308a. IN SUITS AFFECTING THE

23
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I
I PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP [PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

When the
r4 h

as ordered nhi4d nupnarf of possession of nr nnnosn to a child and

r ZLZITmII<Li'3s knevimta L72GrVL#-S1ZThe 6'

n
bcel

« _
Y^
^,^',,

t^tc
n
.^

r^
if the

n
Zitte rnc that the o

^r^or_^n
has

r^non
been -rr

rinl^te^
ozurca^^ the^°^ ` in • ei^^racr

ri ir,al ...i i ,.. ..:...h .. _.. .,,,_a „a.,....:.a .............a.. be ,..... .. ... ..a by .h .. :.a ,...: .. ,. .... ..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

&eundsofebjeotionsc,ouc,hedingener-@4tenBs as that the raeuj4 effed in its Ghafg-e-,
in su stn^ '+n or rr..linn vnor.tie

ta
thn nlnndinnc nndinzsni ' n

^ tivzLa¢uib^7i^i^.iiut
^ '„

iuib

thVGouA-.

RULE 309. IN FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(2)]

RULE 310. WRIT OF POSSESSION
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(2)]

24
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T^ir^rtr.^o+^f nr^ nz^e^onl nr nnr4inrnri frm m a ji^n4-ino nni.rk nhnll be c^r^fnrnc^r^ b
y

or dintrint n r4rondo
n+liv judgment,

RULE 313. AGAINST EXECUTORS, ETC.
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(3)]
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RULE 315. REMITTITUR
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(c)(2)]

RULE 316. CORRECTION OF CLERICAL MISTAKES
IN JUDGMENT RECORD

[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(e), 302(a)]

RULE 317 to 319 [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 320. MOTION AND ACTION OF COURT THEREON
[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(d), 302(a), (f)]

RULE 321. FORM
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(a), (b)]

RULE 322. GENERALITY TO BE AVOIDED
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(b)]

RULE 323. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]
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RULE 324. PREREQUISITES OF APPEAL
[Moved to proposed TRCP 303(b), TRAP 74(e)]

RULE 325. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

[PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

RULE 327. FOR JURY MISCONDUCT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(d)]

RULE 328. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 329. MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL ON JUDGMENT
FOLLOWING CITATION BY PUBLICATION

[IN PART PROPOSED FOR REPEAL AND IN PART PROPOSED FOR MOVE]

(a) The court may grant a new trial upon petition of the defendant showing good
cause, supported by affidavit, filed within two years after such judgment was signed. The
parties adversely interested in such judgment shall be cited as in other cases.

[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(a)(8), 302(c)(4)]
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(d) If the motion is filed more than thirty days after the judgment was signed, the
time period shall be computed pursuant to Rule 306a(7).

[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(e)(7)]

RULE 329a. COUNTY COURT CASES
[No change.]

RULE 329b. TIME FOR FILING MOTIONS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304, (c), (d), 305 (b), (c)]

RULE 330. RULES OF PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE IN CERTAIN DISTRICT COURTS

[No change]

RULE 331. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]
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CLEAR VERSION RULES 296-331

RULE 296. REQUESTS FOR FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

(a) Entitlement. In any case: (a) tried to the court without a jury; (b) tried to a
jury in which one or more ultimate issues are tried to the court by agreement; or (c) tried to
a jury in which one or more ultimate issues must be tried to the court, a party may request
the judge to state in writing findings of fact and conclusions of law. Trial of an issue of fact
to a jury in the same case does not excuse the judge from making findings of fact on an
ultimate issue tried to the judge unless the ground to which the issue is referable has been
waived or an omitted element is deemed found as provided in Rule 279. Such request shall
be entitled "Request for Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law" and shall be filed within
twenty days after the fmal judgment is signed with the clerk of the court, who shall
immediately call such request to the attention of the judge who tried the case. A request for
findings of fact and conclusions of law is not proper, and has no effect, with respect to an

appeal of a summary judgment.

(b) Premature Filing. A request for findings of fact and conclusions of law is
effective although prematurely filed. A premature request for findings of fact and
conclusions of law is deemed to have been filed on the date of, but subsequent to, the signing
of the judgment.

Source: ¶(a), Rule 296; ¶(b), Rule 306c

RULE 297. FILING FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

(a) Time to File. The judge shall file findings of fact and conclusions of law within
twenty days after a timely request is filed. The judge shall cause a copy of the findings and
conclusions to be mailed to each party in the suit.

(b) Late Filing. If the judge fails to file timely fmdings of fact and conclusions of
law, the party making the request shall, within thirty days after filing the original request, file
with the clerk a "Notice of Past Due Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law" which shall
be immediately called to the attention of the judge by the clerk. Such notice shall state the
date the original request was filed and the date the findings and conclusions were due. Upon
filing this notice, the time for the judge to file fmdings of fact and conclusions of law is
extended to forty days from the date the original request was filed.
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(c) Form. The judge shall state the findings of fact on each ground of recovery or
defense raised by the pleadings and evidence in broad form, whenever feasible, in the same
manner as questions are submitted to the jury in a jury trial. The judge should make
conclusions of law on each ground of recovery or defense necessary to support the judgment,
but the failure to do so shall not be error. Each finding of fact and each conclusion of law
should be stated by a separate numbered paragraph.

Source: ¶¶ (a), (b), Rule 297; ¶(c) new.

The text of this rule has been slightly edited pursuant to the vote of the committee at our
15-16 March 1996 meeting. This revision is noted only for your review in determining
that the editing correctly expresses the will of the committee.

RULE 298. ADDITIONAL OR AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

(a) Time for Request. A-fter the judge files original findings of fact and
conclusions of law, any party may file a request for specified additional or amended findings
or conclusions with the clerk. within twenty days after the filing of the original findings
and conclusions .

(b) Time for Judge's Response. The judge shall file any additional or amended
finding and conclusions that are appropriate within ten days after the request if filed

(c) Appellate Review. . Refusal of the judge to make a finding requested shall be
reviewable on appeal.

Source: Rule 298.

RULE 299. OMITTED GROUNDS AND PRESUMED FINDINGS

(a) Omitted Grounds. When findings of fact are filed by the trial judge they shall
form the basis of the judgment upon all grounds of recovery or . Upon appeal, a ground
or defense not conclusively established under the evidence, no element of which have been
requested or found, is waived.

(b) Presumed Findings. When an element of a ground of recovery or defense has
been found by the trial judge, a finding is presumed in support of the judgment on an
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omitted element of the ground to which the element found is necessarily referable, when
supported by factually sufficient evidence. . No finding, however, shall be presumed on
an omitted element for which an additional fmding has been requested.

Source: Rule 299.

The text of this rule has been slightly edited for purposes of improving grammar per
Stephen Yelenosky's request.

RULE 299a. FINDINGS OF FACT TO BE
SEPARATELY FILED AND NOT RECITED

IN A JUDGMENT

I

Unless otherwise provided by law, fmdings of fact and conclusions of law shall be
requested, prepared and filed with the clerk of the court as a document separate from the
judgment. If findings of fact are recited in a judgment in violation of this rule, and if there
is a conflict between the findings..recited in the judgment and the findings made pursuant
to Rules 297 and 298, the latter findings will control for appellate purposes.

Source: Rule 299a.

I

I

RULE 300. JUDGMENTS, DECREES AND ORDERS

(a) Rendition, Signing and Filing. A judgment is rendered when the judge
announces it in open court, or if it is not so announced, when it is signed by the judge. A
judgment orally announced shall be promptly reduced to writing and signed by the judge.
A signed judgment shall be promptly filed with the clerk of the court.

Source: New rule; codification of existing law.

(b) Final Judgment.

I
I
I
I

(1) Definition. A final judgment for purposes of post-trial and appellate
procedure in the same case is a signed order disposing of all parties and claims, either
expressly or by implication.

(2) Disposition by Implication. A claim is disposed of by implication if a
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judgment is rendered on the merits after a conventional trial and no severance or
separate trial of the claim has been ordered.

(3) Separate Orders, Conflicts. When different parties or separate claims
are disposed of by separate orders, no one of which by its terms disposes of all parties
and all claims, none of the orders is final until a judgment is signed that disposes of
all parties and claims. A final judgment may incorporate by reference the provisions
of an earlier signed interlocutory order, but if any provision of the earlier order
conflicts with the fmal judgment, the final judgment controls, except that no relief
previously granted may be nullified by a general provision in the final judgment that
all relief not previously granted is denied.

The final clause of Rule 300(b)(3), beginning with the word "except" has been added to
conform with the vote of the committee to clarify the alternative adopted at our 15-16
March 1996 meeting. Of course, the purpose of this addition was to make clear the
previous relief that has been expressly granted in a prior judgment or order will not be
overruled by a general "Mother Hubbard" clause.

Source: New rule.

(c) Form and Substance: General. The final judgment shall:

(1) contain the names of the parties;

(2) conform to the pleadings, the facts proved, and the verdict, if any, unless
a judgment is rendered as a matter of law;

Alternative 1: Approved on 15-16 March 1996

(3) dispose of all parties and claims; and

Alternative 2: Include relief necessary for finaljudgment

(3) state the relief, either in law or in equity, granted or denied, to or against,
each party; and

4
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Justice Guittard and I believe that the change in the language made at the last meeting
was ill advised and we propose to return to the prior language as shown in Alternative 2.
Without a requirement that a judgment state that the relief given to each party, the
judgment is not final pursuant to such cases as Burleson v. City of Houston, 07-95-0083-
CV (Tex. Civ. App.-Amarillo March 20, 1996, n.w.h) (not designated for publication).
The court held that the judgment was not final because it only stated that one motion for
summary judgment was granted and the other denied. In other words, the trial court
judgment needed to state the relief given to the winner.

(4) if appropriate, direct the issuance of process and such writs as may be
necessary to enforce the judgment.

Source: Rules 300, 301, 306, 308

(d) Form and Substance: Specific.

(1) Personal Property. A judgment for personal property, may provide
for a writ for seizure and delivery of such property .

Source: Rule 308, after first clause of first sentence.

I
I
I
I
1
I

(2) Foreclosure Proceedings. A judgment for foreclosure of a mortgage
or other lien shall provide for: (i) recovery of the debt, damages and costs; (ii)
foreclosure of the lien on the property subject to the lien; (iii) an order to sell the
property as under execution, except in judgments against personal representatives,
; and (iv) if the property cannot be found or if the proceeds of the sale are
insufficient to satisfy the judgment, then execution on other property of the judgment
debtor for the balance remaining unpaid. The judgment foreclosing a lien on real
estate has the force and effect of a writ of possession as between the partiesand any
person claiming under the judgment debtor by a right acquired pending suit and the
judgment shall so provide The judgment shall also direct the sheriff or other officer
to place the purchaser of the property r in possession within thirty days after the date
of the foreclosure sale.

Sources: Rule 309, 310.

(3) Personal Representative. A judgment for the recovery of money
against a personal representative, whether an executor, administrator or guardian,
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shall state that it is to be paid in the due course of administration. No enforcement
shall be attempted on a judgment against a personal representative, but it shall be
certified to the court, sitting in probate, to be enforced under the law, except that
a judgment against an independent executor may be enforced against the property

of the testator in the hands of the independent executor.

Source: Rule 313.

RULE 301. MOTIONS BEFORE AND AFTER JUDGMENT
[In part moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)]

(a) Motion for Judgment on the Verdict. A party may move for judgment on the
verdict of the jury.

Source: Rule 305.
(b) Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law. A party may move for judgment

as a matter of law, and include a request to disregard a jury finding as a matter of law, on a
claim or defense:

(1) if the evidence, after the adverse party rest its evidence, or at the close
of all of the evidence, or after the verdict in a jury case and before judgment, (i) is
legally insufficient for a reasonable jury to find against the movant on a particular
issue of fact or if the evidence conclusively establishes the issue in the movant's
favor, and (ii) if, under the controlling law, a judgment cannot properly be rendered
against the movant on that claim or defense without a fmding adverse to the movant
on an issue that has been disregarded, and a judgment as a matter of law should be
rendered for movant as to that claim or defense; or

(2) if the application of controlling law to a claim or defense otherwise
determines a claim or defense as a matter of law, unless the movant waived
application of controlling law by failing to preserve a complaint that the court's
charge fails to express controlling law.

The "unless" clause of paragraph (b)(2) has been slightly changed to more accurately
express the waiver that occurs per the holding in Allen v. American Nat 7lns. Co., 380 S.W.2d
604, 609 (Tex. 1964). The "unless" clause has also been added to paragraph (c)(2) below to
conform the language of the identical ground in the motion to modify.

Source: • Rules 268, 301; FED. R. CIV. P. 50
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(c) Motion to Modify Judgment. A party may move to modify a judgment as a
matter of law, including a request to disregard a jury finding as a matter of law, after a
judgment has been rendered:

(1) if the evidence is legally insufficient for a reasonable jury to fmd against
the movant on a particular issue of a fact or if the evidence conclusively establishes
the issue in the movant's favor;

(2) if the application of controlling law to a claim or defense otherwise
determines a claim or defense as a matter of law, unless the movant waived
application of controlling law by failing to preserve a complaint that the court's
charge fails to express controlling law.; or

(3) if the judgment should be vacated, modified, reformed, or corrected in
any respect for any reason.

A motion for judgment as a matter of law is not a prerequisite to a motion to modify a
judgment.

Source: Rules 301, 329b

I
I
I
I
I
I

(d) Motion for New Trial. A party may move to set aside a judgment and seek a
new trial pursuant to Rule 302.

Source: New rule to incorporate purposed TRCP 302 in listing of
permissible motions.

(e) Motion for Judgment Record Correction. A party may move, with notice to
all parties interested in a judgment, for correction or reformation of clerical mistakes made
in reducing to writing the judgment rendered by the judge.

Source: Rule 316.

(f) Motion Practice. A motion identified in this rule must state the specific
complaint or request for relief in such a way that the matter can be understood by the judge.
A party may file one or more motions identified in this rule and may renew or refile an
additional motion of the same type containing additional complaints and requests for relief
despite the denial of any previous motion. A party may also submit a proposed judgment or
order with the motion.
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Source: Rule 268, 305; in part new to clarify that a party may file multiple
motions and each should be considered independently.

RULE 302. MOTIONS FOR NEW TRIAL

(a) Grounds. For good cause, a new trial, or partial new trial under paragraph (f),
may be granted and ajudgment may be set aside on motion of a party or on the judge's own
motion, in the following instances, among others:

(1) when the evidence is factually insufficient to support a jury finding;

(2) when a jury finding is against the overwhelming preponderance of the
evidence;

(3) when the damages awarded by the jury are manifestly too large or too
small because of the factual insufficiency or overwhelming preponderance of the
evidence;

(4) when the trial judge has made an error of law that probably caused
rendition of an improper judgment;

(5) when injury to the movant has probably resulted from: (i) misconduct
of the jury; or (ii) misconduct of the officer in charge of the jury; or (iii) improper
communication to the jury; or (iv) a juror's erroneous or incorrect answer on voir dire
examination;

(6) when new, non-cumulative evidence has been discovered that was not
available at the trial by the movant's use of reasonable diligence and its unavailability
probably caused the rendition of an improper judgment;

(7) when a default judgment should be set aside upon either legal or
equitable grounds;

(8) when a judgment has been rendered on citation by publication, the
defendant did not appear in person or by an attorney selected by the defendant and
good cause for a new trial exists;

(9) when there is a material and irreconcilable conflict injury findings;
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(10) when any improperly admitted evidence, error in the court's charge,
argument of counsel, or other trial court occurrence or ruling probably caused
rendition of an improper judgment;

(11) when any other ground warrants a new trial in the interest of justice.

Source: Rules 320, 327 and 329

(b) Form. Complaints in general terms shall not be considered. Each complaint
in a motion for new trial shall identify the matter of which complaint is made in such a way
that the complaint can be understood by the judge.

Source: Rule 321, 322

(c) Affidavits. Supporting affidavits are required for complaints based on facts not
otherwise in the record, such as:

jury misconduct;

newly discovered evidence;

equitable grounds to set aside a default judgment; or

good cause to set aside a judgment after citation by publication.

Source: New, to codify existing requirements.

(d) Procedure For Jury Misconduct.

(1) Hearing. When the ground of the motion for new trial, supported by
affidavit, is misconduct of the jury or of the officer in charge of the jury, or improper
communication made to the jury, or a juror's erroneous or incorrect answer on voir
dire examination, the judge shall hear evidence from members of the jury or others
in open court and may grant a new trial if it reasonably appears from the evidence
both on the hearing of the motion and from the record as a whole on the trial of the
case that injury probably resulted to the complaining party.

(2) Testimony Of Jurors. A juror may not testify as to any matter or
statement occurring during the jury's deliberations, or on any juror's mind or
emotions or mental processes, as influencing any other juror's assent to or dissent
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from the verdict . Nor may a juror's affidavit or any statement by a juror
concerning any'matter about which the juror would be precluded from testifying be
admitted in evidence for any of these purposes. However, a juror may testify
whether: (i) any outside influence was improperly brought to bear upon any juror;
or (ii) the juror was qualified to serve.

The text of this rule has been slightly changed per the vote at the 15-16 March 1996
meeting. The text may need to be reconsidered to be absolutely certain that it conforms
to the Evidence Subcommittee's version of TEX. R. Civ. EvID. 606(b)

Source: Rule 327

(e) Excessive Damages; Remittitur

(1) Excessive Damages. If the judge is of the opinion that the damages
found by the jury are not supported by factually sufficient evidence, the judge may
determine the greatest amount of damages supported by the evidence and may, as a
condition of overruling a motion for new trial, suggest that the party claiming such
damages file a remittitur of the excess within a specified period.

(2) Remittitur By Party. Any party in whose favor a judgment has been
rendered may remit any part thereof in open court, or by executing and filing with the
clerk a written remittitur signed by the party or the party's attorney of record, and
duly acknowledged by the party or the party's attorney. Such remittitur shall be a part
of the record of the cause. Execution may issue only for the balance of such
judgment.

Source: New to codify existing law on ¶(1); Rule 315 on ¶(2). ,

(f) Partial New Trial. If the judge is of the opinion that a new trial should be
granted on a point or points that affect only a part of the matters in controversy that is
clearly separable without unfairness to the parties, the judge may grant a new trial as to that
part only, but a separate trial on unliquidated damages alone shall not be ordered if liability
issues are contested.

Source: Rule 320.

RULE 303. PRESERVATION OF COMPLAINTS
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(a) General Preservation Rule. As a prerequisite to the presentation of a
complaint for appellate review, a timely request, objection, or motion must appear of record,
stating the specific grounds for the ruling that the complaining party desired the trial court
to make if the specific grounds were not apparent from the context. No complaint shall be
considered waived if the ground stated is sufficiently specific to make the judge aware of the
complaint. The judge's ruling upon the complaining party's request, objection or motion
must also appear of record provided that the overruling by operation of law of a motion for
new trial or a motion to modify the judgment is sufficient to preserve for appellate review
the complaints properly made in the motion, unless the taking of evidence is necessary for
proper presentation of the complaint in the trial court. A ruling may be shown in the
judgment, in a signed separate order, in the statement of facts, or in a formal bill of
exceptions. If the trial judge refuses to rule, an objection to the judge's refusal to rule is
sufficient to preserve the complaint. Formal exceptions to rulings or orders of the trial court
are not required.

Source: Texas Rule Of Appellate Procedure 52(a).

(1) jury misconduct, newly discovered evidence, equitable grounds to set
aside a default judgment, or any other complaint on which evidence must be heard;

(b) When a Motion for New Trial is Required. As a prerequisite to appellate
review, the following complaints shall be made in a motion for new trial:

(2) the evidence is factually insufficient to support a jury finding;

I (3)
evidence;

a jury finding is against the overwhelming preponderance of the

(4) the damages awarded by the jury are manifestly too large or too small
because of the factual insufficiency or overwhelming preponderance of the evidence;

(5) an incurable jury argument, if not otherwise ruled on by the trial court;

(6) good cause to set aside a judgment after citation by publication-
cation; or

(7) a jury verdict that will not support any judgment..
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Source: Rule 324(b), 329

(c) Nonjury Cases: Legal and Factual Sufficiency of Evidence. In a nonjury
case, a complaint regarding the legal or factual insufficiency of the evidence, including a
complaint that the damages found by the court are excessive or inadequate, as distinguished
from a request that the judge amend a fact finding or make an additional finding of fact, may
be made for the first time on appeal in the complaining party's brief.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(d).

(d) Informal Bills Of Exception And Offers Of Proof. When evidence is
excluded, the offering party shall as soon as practicable, but before the charge is read to the
jury or before the judgment is signed in a nonjury case, be allowed to make, in the absence
of the jury, an offer of proof in the form of a concise statement. The judge may, or at the
request of a party shall, direct the making of the offer in question and answer form. A
transcription of the reporter's notes or of the electronic tape recording showing the offer,
whether by concise statement or question and answer, showing the objections made, and
showing the ruling , when included in the statement of facts certified by the reporter or
recorder, shall establish the nature of the evidence, the objections and the ruling. The judge
may add any other or further statement showing the character of the evidence, the form in
which offered, the objection made and the ruling. No further offer need be made. No
formal bills of exception are needed to authorize appellate review of exclusion of evidence.
When the judge hears objections to offered evidence out of the presence of the jury and
rules that the evidence be admitted, the objections are deemed to apply to such evidence
when it is admitted before the jury without the necessity of repeating them.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(b).

(e) Formal Bills Of Exception. The preparation and filing of formal bills of
exception shall be governed by the following rules:

(1) No particular form of words shall be required in a bill of exception, but
the objection to the ruling or action of the judge and the ruling complained of shall
be stated with such circumstances, or so much of the evidence as may be necessary
to explain, and no more, and the whole as briefly as possible.

(2) When the statement of facts contains all the evidence requisite to
explain the bill of exception, evidence need not be set out in the bill; but it shall be
sufficient to refer to the same as it appears in the statement of facts.
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(3) The ruling of the judge in giving or qualifying instructions to the jury
shall be regarded as approved unless a proper and timely objection is made.

I
I
I

I

I

(4) Formal bills of exception shall be presented to the judge for allowance
and signature.

(5) The judge shall submit the bill to the adverse party or the adverse
party's counsel, if in attendance at the court, and if the adverse party finds it to be
correct, the judge shall sign it without delay and file it with the clerk.

(6) If the judge fmds the bill incorrect, the judge shall suggest to the
parties or their counsel such corrections as the judge deems necessary , and if they
are agreed to the judge shall make such corrections, sign the bill and file it with the
clerk.

(7) Should the parties not agree to the judge's suggested corrections, the
judge shall return the bill to the complaining party with the judge's refusal endorsed
on it, and shall prepare, sign and file with the clerk such a bill of exception as will,
in the judge's opinion, present the ruling of the court as it actually occurred.

(8) Should the complaining party be dissatisfied with the bill filed by the
judge, the complaining party may, upon procuring the signature of three respectable
bystanders, citizens of this State, attesting to the correctness of the bill as originally
presented , have it filed as part of the record of the cause. The truth of the matter
may be controverted and maintained by affidavits, not exceeding five in number on
each side, filed with the papers of the cause, within ten days after the filing of the
bill . On appeal the truth of the bill shall be determined from the affidavits so filed.

(9) In the event of conflict between a formal bill and the statement of
facts, the bill shall control.

(10) Anything occurring in open court or in chambers that is reported or
recorded and so certified by the court reporter or recorder may be included in the
statement of facts rather than in a formal bill of exception. A party requesting that all
or part of the jury arguments or the voir dire examination of the jury panel be
included in the statement of facts shall pay the cost thereof, which shall be separately
listed in the certified bill of costs , and may be taxed in whole or in part by the
appellate court against any party to the appeal.

(11) Formal bills of exception shall be filed in the trial court within sixty
days after the judgment is signed or if a timely modon for new trial, motion to
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modify, request for findings, or motion to reinstate pursuant to Rule 165a has been
filed, formal bills of exception shall be filed within ninety days after the judgznent is
signed. When a formal bill of exception is filed, it may be included in the transcript
or in a supplemental transcript.

Source: Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 52(c).

[PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]
RULE 304. TIMETABLES

(a) Motion for Judgment on Jury Verdict. A motion for judgment on the jury
verdict may be presented at any time before a final judgment has been signed. A motion for
judgment on the jury verdict is overruled by operation of law when a final judgment is signed
that does not grant the motion.

(b) Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law. A motion for judgment as a matter
of law may be presented after the adverse party rest its evidence, or at the close of all the
evidence, or after the verdict in ajury case and before judgment, and shall not be considered
waived if not presented earlier. A motion for judgment as a matter of law shall not be
presented after a final judgment has been signed. A ground in a motion for judgment as a
matter of law is overruled by operation of law when a fmal judgment is signed that does not
grant that ground.

Source: New rule in part; Rule 301 in part.

(c) Motion to Modify a Judgment and Motion for New Trial.

(1) Time to File. A motion to modify a judgment and a motion for new
trialshall be filed within thirty days after the final judgment is signed. One or more
amended or additional motions may be filed without leave of court within thirty days
after the final judgment is signed regardless of whether a prior motion containing
requests for the same relief has been overruled .

(2) When Motion Overruled. If a motion to modify a judgment or a
motion for new trial is not determined by order signed within seventy-five days after
the final judgment was signed, any such motion shall be considered overruled by
operation of law upon the expiration of that period.
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(3) Special Deadline: Publication. In a case when judgment has been
rendered on citation by publication and the defendant did not appear in person or by
an attorney selected by the defendant, a motion for new trial shall be filed within two
years after the final judgment was signed, unless a motion has been previously filed
by such defendant or attorney pursuant to paragraph (c)(1).

Source: Rule 329, 329(b).

(d) Motion to Correct Judgment Record. A motion to correct the judgment
record may be filed at any time after a fmal judgment is signed, but if the motion is filed
within thirty days after the final judgment is signed, the motion shall be considered a motion
to modify a judgment filed within thirty days pursuant to paragraph (c) (1).

Source: New rule in part; Rule 329b in part.

(e) Effective Dates and Beginning of Periods

(1) Beginning of Periods. The date a final judgment or appealable order
is signed as shown of record:- determines the 'beginning of the period during which
(i) the court may exercise plenary power to grant a motion to modify, a motion for
new trial or a motion to correct the judgment record, a motion to reinstate a case
dismissed for want of prosecution and a request for findings of fact and conclusions
of law or to vacate a judgment, and (ii) a party may timely file any post-judgment
document necessary to preserve the rights of the party on appeal.

I
I
I
I
I
I

(2) Date to be Shown. All judgments, decisions, and orders of any kind
shall be reduced to writing and signed by the trial judge with the date of signing
expressly stated in it. If the date of signing is not recited in the judgment or order,
it may be shown in the record by a certificate of the judge or otherwise; the absence
of a showing of the date in the record does not invalidate a judgment or an order.

(3) Notice of Judgment. When the final judgment or appealable order is
signed, the clerk of the court shall immediately give notice of the signing to each or
the attorney by first-class mail Failure to comply with this rule shall not affect the
periods mentioned in paragraph (e) (1) , except under paragraph (e) (4).

(4) No Notice of Judgment: Additional Time. If a party affected by a
final judgment or appealable order, or the party's attorney, has not, within twenty
days after the fmal judgment or appealable order was signed, received the notice
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require by paragraph (e) (3) and has not acquired actual knowledge of the signing of
the final judgment or appealable order, then all periods provided in these rules that
run from the date the final judgment or appealable order is signed shall begin for that
party on the date that party, or the party's attorney, received notice or acquired actual
knowledge of the signing of the final judgment or appealable order, whichever
occurred first; provided, however, that in no event shall the periods begin more than
ninety days after the fmal judgment or appealable order was signed.

(5) . Procedure to Gain Additional Time. To establish the application
of paragraph (e)(4), the party adversely affected must file a motion in the trial court
stating the date on which the party or the party's attorney first either received a
notice of the final judgment or appealable order or acquired actual knowledge of the
signing of the final judgment or appealable order and that this date was more than
twenty days after the final judgment or appealable order was signed. The trial judge
shall promptly set the motion for hearing, and after conducting a hearing on the
motion, shall find the date the party or the party's attorney first either received a
notice of the final judgment or appealable order or acquired actual knowledge of the
signing of the final judgment or appealable order and include this finding in a written
order.

(6) . Periods Affected by Modified Judgment. If a judgment is modified
in any respect during the period of the trial court's plenary power, all periods
provided in these rules that run from the date the fmal judgment is signed shall run
from the time the modified judgment is signed. If a correction to a judgment is made
pursuant to Rule 301(e) after expiration of the trial court's plenary power, all periods
provided in these rules which run from the date the judgment is signed shall run from
the date of the signing of the corrected judgment for any complaint that would not
apply to the original judgment.

(7) Citation by Publication. For a motion for new trial filed more than
thirty days but within two years after the final judgment was signed, under paragraph
(c)(3)rule when citation was served by publication, the periods shall be computed as
if the judgment were signed on the date of filing the motion.

(8) Premature Filing.

Alternative 1: Approvedpreviously and amended 15-16 March 1996

A prematurely filed motion to modify a judgment or a motion for new
trial is effective to preserve the complaints made in the motion and is deemed to have
been overruled by operation of law on the date of, but subsequent to, the signing of
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the judgment the motion attacks. No motion to modify a judgment or a motion for
new trial filed prior to the signing of the final judgment extends the trial court's
plenary power provided in Rule 305 or any timetable prescribed in the Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure. A motion filed on the same day as the judgment is signed is
not prematurely filed.

I Alternative 2: Conforming to TRAP 41(c)

No motion for new trial or motion to modify the judgment shall be held
ineffective because prematurely filed, but every such motion shall be deemed to have
been filed on the date of but subsequent to the signing of the judgment that the motion
attacks.

Justice Guittard calls to our attention that Alternative 1 conflicts with TEX. R. APP. P.
41(c) as sent by the committee to the Supreme Court for approval. He suggests that we
reconsider Alternative 1 by adopting Alternative 2.

Source: ¶¶ 1-6, Rule 306a; ¶ 7, Rule 329b(h); ¶ 8, new rule.

[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(f) ]

RULE 305. PLENARY POWER OF THE TRIAL COURT

Alternative 1: Present Rule with Minor Textual Changes

(a) Definition. Plenary power is the complete power of the court to act, within its
jurisdiction, according to law or equity, on any issue of procedure or substance as to any
party before the court. After the expiration of plenary power, a court may exercise only such
power as is expressly authorized by rule or statute.

(b) Duration.

(1) Regardless of whether an appeal has been perfected, the trial court has
plenary power to grant a new trial or to vacate, modify, correct, or reform the
judgment until thirty days after all such timely filed motions are overruled, either by
a written and signed order or by operation of law, whichever is sooner.

17



(2) Regardless of whether an appeal has been perfected, if a timely motion
for new trial or motion to modify the judgment is filed by any party, the trial court
has plenary power to grant a new trial or to vacate, modify, correct, or reform the
judgment until thirty days after all such timely filed motions have been overruled,
either by a written and signed order or by operation of law, whichever is sooner.

(c) After Expiration. On expiration of the time within which the trial court has
plenary power, a judgment cannot be set aside by the trial court except by bill of review for
sufficient cause, filed within the time allowed by law; provided that the court may at any
time correct a clerical error in the record of a judgment and render judgment nunc pro tunc
under Rule 301(e), and may also sign an order declaring a previous judgment or order to be
void because signed after the court's plenary power had expired.

Source: Rule 329b, paragraphs (d), (e), and (f)

Alternative 2: Present Rule with More Comprehensive Statement of Present
Practice

(a) Definition. Plenary power is the complete power of the court to act, within its
jurisdiction, according to law or equity, on any issue of procedure or substance as to any
party before the court. After the expiration of plenary power, a court may exeicise only such
power as is expressly authorized by rule or statute.

(b) Duration. Regardless of whether an appeal has been perfected, the trial court
has power to modify or vacate a judgment or grant a new trial:

(1) within thirty days after the judgment is signed, or

(2) If any party has filed a timely motion for new trial, motion to modify
the judgment, or motion to reinstate a judgment after dismissal for want of
prosecution, thirty days after all such timely motions have been overruled, either by
a signed order or by operation of law.

(c) After Expiration. After expiration of the time prescribed by paragraph (b),
the trial court cannot modify or vacate the judgment or grant a new trial, but the court may,
after expiration of that time:

(1) correct a clerical error in the record of the judgment and sign a corrected
judgment;

I
I
I
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(2) sign an order declaring a previous judgment or order void because signed
after the court's power as prescribed in paragraph (b) had expired;

(3) issue any order or process or entertain any proceeding for enforcement of
the judgment within the time allowed for execution;

(4) file findings of fact and conclusions of law if a timely request for such
findings and conclusions has been filed;

(5) entertain and act for sufficient cause on any bill of review filed within the
time allowed by law;

(6) grant a new trial for good cause on a motion filed within the time allowed
by Rule 304(e)(5) if citation was served by publication ;

(7) grant a new trial or modify the judgment within the time allowed by Rule
304(e)(4) when the moving party did not have timely notice or knowledge of the
judgment.

Alternative 3: Alternative 2 Restated but Eliminating Effect of Signed Order on
Appellate Timetables in ¶ (a) (2)

t

I
I

I
I

(a) Definition. Plenary power is the complete power of the court to act, within its
jurisdiction, according to law or equity, on any issue of procedure or substance as to any
party before the court. After the expiration of plenary power, a court may exercise only such
power as is expressly authorized by rule or statute.

(b) Duration. Regardless of whether an appeal has been perfected, the trial court
has power to modify or vacate a judgment or grant a new trial:

(1) within thirty days after the judgment is signed, or

(2) If any party has filed a timely motion for new trial, motion to modify
the judgment, or motion to reinstate a judgment after dismissal for want of
prosecution, one hundred and five days after the judgment is signed.

(c) After Expiration. After expiration of the time prescribed by paragraph (b),
the trial court cannot modify or vacate the judgment or grant a new trial, but the court may,
after expiration of that time:

19
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(1) correct a clerical error ui the record of the judgment and sign a corrected

judgment;

(2) sign an order declaring a previous judgment or order void because signed
after the court's power as prescribed in paragraph (b) had expired;

(3) issue any order or process or entertain any proceeding for enforcement of
the judgment within the time allowed for execution;

(4) file findings of fact and conclusions of law if a timely request for such
findings and conclusions has been filed;

(5) entertain and act for sufficient cause on any bill of review filed within the
time allowed by law;

(6) grant a new trial for good cause on a motion filed within the time allowed
by Rule 304(e)(5) if citation was served by publication ;

(7) grant a new tnal or modify the judgment within the time allowed by Rule
304(e)(4) when the moving party did not have timely notice or knowledge of the

Judgment.

Except for paragraph (a), Justice Guittard purposes consideration of the three alternatives
as acceptable versions to accomplish the vote of the committee at our 15-16 March 1996
meeting to more nearly restate the current rule. Paragraph (a) has been added at the
suggestion of Justice Duncan, but I alone have drafted the"defuution." The inclusion of
the definition may not be within the vote to restate the current rule; however, the
definition is included for your consideration and can easily be removed or edited at the
will of the committee.

Source: Rule 329, 329b; New Rule in Part.

RULE 306. RECITATION OF JUDGMENT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)]

RULE 306a. PERIODS TO RUN FROM SIGNING OF JUDGMENT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(e)(1)-(6)]

I

t

I
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RULE 306b. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 306c. PREMATURELY FILED DOCUMENTS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(e)(8)]

RULE 306d. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

[PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

I
I
ill
I

RULE 308. COURT SHALL ENFORCE ITS DECREES
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(b)(4), 300(c)(1)]

RULE 308a. IN SUITS AFFECTING THE
PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP [PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

RULE 309. IN FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(2)]

RULE 310. WRIT OF POSSESSION
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(2)]

RULE 313. AGAINST EXECUTORS, ETC.
[Moved to proposed TRCP 300(c)(3)]

[PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

I
I

RULE 315. REMITTITUR
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(c)(2)]

RULE 316. CORRECTION OF CLERICAL MISTAKES
IN JUDGMENT RECORD

[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(e), 302(a)]

I
'I 21
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RULE 317 to 319 [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 320. MOTION AND ACTION OF COURT THEREON
[Moved to proposed TRCP 301(d), 3 02(a), (f)]

RULE 321. FORM
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(a), (b)]

RULE 322. GENERALITY TO BE AVOIDED
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(b)]

RULE 323. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 324. PREREQUISITES OF APPEAL
[Moved to proposed TRCP 303(b), TRAP 74(e)]

RULE 325. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

[PROPOSED FOR REPEAL]

RULE 327. FOR JURY MISCONDUCT
[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(d)]

RULE 328. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

RULE 329. MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL ON JUDGMENT
FOLLOWING CITATION BY PUBLICATION

[IN PART PROPOSED FOR REPEAL AND IN PART PROPOSED FOR MOVE]

(a) The court may grant a new trial upon petition of the defendant showing good
cause, supported by affidavit, filed within two years after such judgment was signed. The
parties adversely interested in such judgment shall be cited as in other cases.

[Moved to proposed TRCP 302(a)(8), 302(c)(4)]

(b)
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(c)
(d) If the motion is filed more than thirty days after the judgment was signed, the

time period shall be computed pursuant to Rule 306a(7).

[Moved to proposed TRCP 304(e)(7)]

I RULE 329a. COUNTY COURT CASES
[No change.]

RULE 329b. TIME FOR FILING MOTIONS
[Moved to proposed TRCP 304, (c), (d), 305 (b), (c)]

I
RULE 330. RULES OF PRACTICE AND

PROCEDURE IN CERTAIN DISTRICT COURTS
[No change]

RULE 331. [PREVIOUSLY REPEALED]

I

I
^
^
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SECTION NINE. PETITION FOR REVIEW AND
RESPONSE IN THE SUPREME COURT

RULE 130. PETITION FOR REVIEW

(a) Method of Review. Any party seeking relief from the judgment of a court of appeals must file
in the Supreme Court a petition for review addressed to "The Supreme Court of Texas."

(b) Contents of Petition. The petition for review shall, under appropriate headings and in the order
here indicated, contain the following:

(1) Identity of Parties and Counsel. A complete list of the parties to the trial court's final
judgment and the names and addresses of their counsel in the trial and appellate courts, if any. If a
party is not represented by an attorney, the address of that party shall be stated. If the address is not
known, the petitioner shall certify that a diligent inquiry was made to determine the address but that
the petitioner has been unable to discover it. The certificate shall give any available information that
might serve to identify and locate the party, including the probable county of residence of that party.
If the petitioner is not represented by an attorney, the certificate shall be under oath.

(2) Table of Contents. A table of contents with references to the pages of the petition
where the discussion of each issue or point may be found. The subject matter of each issue, point or
group of issues or points shall be indicated in the table of contents.

(3) Index of Aushorisies. An index of authorities alphabetically arranged with references
to the pages of the petition where the authorities are cited.

(4) Statement of the Case. A short and concise statement of the nature of the case (i.e.,
whether it is a suit for damages, on a note, or in trespass to try title), and that the statement contained
in the opinion of the court of appeals is correct, except in any particulars pointed out. The statement
should seldom exceed one-half page. The facts should be reserved and stated in the argument in
connection with the issues or points to which they are pertinent.

(5) Statement Concem.ingJurisdicxion. A statement that the Supreme Court has jurisdiction
under a particular subsection of section 22.001 of the Government Code (e.g. "The Supreme Court has
jurisdiction of this suit under Government Code section 22.001(a)(6)"), unless the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court is based on a conflict of decisions under Government Code section 22.001(a)(2), in
which case, the conflict should be concisely stated.

(6) Issues Presented. A short and concise statement of all issues or points presented for
review. The statement of an issue or point will be deemed to cover every subsidiary issue fairly included
therein. The statement of issues or points must be supported by appropriate references to the record.
If the matter complained of originated in the trial court, it must have been preserved for appellate
review in the trial court and assigned as error in the court of appeals.

(7) Argument. An argument, which may address all issues or points included in the
statement of issues presented, or it may be limited to particular issues or points. Any issue or point
included in the statement of issues presented but not addressed in the argument may be addressed in
the brief on the merits if a brief on the merits is filed in accordance with Rule 132. The argument shall
briefly state the facts and authorities required to maintain the issues or points presented, and shall have
appropriate references to the record. A statement of the reasons the Supreme Court should exercise
jurisdiction to review the case, including a statement regarding the importance of the case to the
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jurisprudence of the state and the public importance the issues presented, shall be included. It is not
necessary to quote at length from any matter that is included in the appendix, and a reference to the
appendix for that matter is sufficient. The opinion of the court of appeals will be considered with the
petition, and statements in the opinion, if accepted as correct, need not be repeated.

(8) Prayer. A prayer stating clearly the relief sought.

(9) Appendix. An appendix containing a copy of: (1) the judgment or other appealable
order of the trial court from which relief in the court of appeals was sought; (2) the charge of the court
and verdict of the jury, or the court's findings of fact and conclusions of law; (3) the opinion and
judgment of the court of appeals; and (4) all motions for rehearing filed in the court of appeals and the
opinion of the court of appeals on rehearing, if any.

(c) Response. Any other party to the appeal may file a response to the petition for review. The
response shall conform to the requirements of paragraph (b), except that:

(1) the listing of parties and counsel is not required unless necessary to supplement or correct
the listing contained in the petition;

(2) a statement of the case need not be made unless the respondent is dissatisfied with the
statement made in the petition;

(3) a statement of the issues presented need not be made unless: (i) the respondent is
dissatisfied with the statement made in the petition; (ii)
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the respondent is asserting grounds for a
judgment that is less favorable than the judgment rendered by the court of appeals but more favorable
than the judgment that might be rendered (i.e. a remand for a new trial rather than a rendition of
judgment in favor of the petitioner);

(4) a statement of jurisdiction should be omitted unless the petition fails to assert valid grounds
for jurisdiction, in which case the reasons that the Supreme Court has no jurisdiction shall be concisely
stated and

(5) the respondent's argument shall be confined to the issues or points presented in the petition
and those asserted by the respondent in the respondent's statement of issues presented.

(d) Points Not Considered in Court of Appeals. To obtain a remand to the court of appeals for
consideration of issues or points briefed in the court of appeals but not decided by the court of appeals, or to
request that the Supreme Court consider such issues or points, those issues or points may be presented:

(5)

in the response to the petition for review; or

in a brief in response to the petitioner's brief on the merits; or

in petitioner's reply to the response; or

in lieu of (2) or (3), by filing in the Supreme Court the party's brief in the court of appeals as
provided in Rule 132(d); or

in a motion for rehearing in the Supreme Court.
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(e) Reply. If a response is filed that asserts independent grounds for affirmance of the court of
appeals' judgment or asserts grounds for a judgment that is less favorable to the respondent than the judgment
rendered by the court of appeals, the petitioner may file a reply, which shall be limited to addressing those issues
or points.

(f) Length of Petition, Response and Reply. The petition and any response shall be no longer than
fifteen pages, exclusive of pages containing the identity of parties and counsel, the table of contents, index of
authorities, statement of the case, issues presented, and appendix. A reply brief may be no longer than eight
pages, exclusive of the items stated above. The court may, upon motion, permit a longer petition, response, or
reply.

(g) Time and Place of Filing.

(1) Petition. The petition shall be filed with the clerk of the Supreme Court within thirty
days after the date the judgment of the court of appeals was rendered or, if a motion for rehearing is
filed, within thirty days after the last ruling on all timely motions for rehearing. A petition filed before
the filing of a motion for rehearing does not preclude the party filing the petition from filing a motion
for rehearing and does not preclude the court of appeals from ruling on the motion. A petition filed
before the last ruling on all timely motions for rehearing is deemed to have been filed on the date of
but subsequent to the last ruling on any such motion.

(2) Successive Petiuions. If any party files a petition for review within the time specified
in paragraph (f)(1) or within the time specified by the Supreme Court in an order granting an extension
of time to file a petition, any other party entitled to file a petition may do so within forty days after the
date the judgment of the court of appeals was rendered or, if a motion for rehearing is filed, within forty
days after the overruling of the last timely motion for rehearing, or within ten days after the filing of
any preceding petition, whichever is the later date.

(3) Extmsion of Time. Upon written motion complying with Rule 19(g)(3), the Supreme
Court may grant an extension of time for filing a petition for review, response or reply.

(4) Response. A response shall be filed with the Clerk of the Supreme Court within thirty
days after the filing of the petition.

(5) Reply. A reply shall be filed with the Clerk of the Supreme Court within fifteen days
after the filing of the response.

(h) Amendment. On motion for leave of court showing good cause, the petition, response or reply
may be amended upon such reasonable terms as the court may prescribe.

(i) Court May Require Additional Briefing. If a petition is not prepared in conformity with these
rules, the Supreme Court may require the petition to be redrawn or dismiss the case. If a response or reply is
not prepared in conformity with these rules, the Supreme Court may require the document to be redrawn or the
court may return the document to the filing party and consider the case without allowing the document to be
redrawn.

RULE 131. DUTY OF CLERK ON RECEIPT OF
PETITION

On receipt of the petition, the clerk of the Supreme Court will: (1) endorse on it the date of receipt;
(2) collect the fee for filing the petition; (3) docket the petition; and (4) send notification of the filing of the
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petition to all parties. Each case will be assigned a docket number that consists of two parts separated by
hyphens: (1) the last two digits of the year in which the case is filed, and (2) the number assigned to the case.
Each case will be docketed in the order of filing. If the fee for filing the petition is not paid at the time the
petition is tendered for filing, the clerk will endorse "received" on the petition and send to the filing party a letter
stating that the petition was received but not filed and setting deadline for payment of the filing fee. If the filing
fee is paid within the time prescribed in the clerk's notice, the clerk will file the petition and it will be deemed
to have been filed at the time it was first received by the clerk. If the filing fee is not paid within the time
prescribed in the clerk's notice, the clerk will return the petition to the filing party.

RULE 132. BRIEFS ON THE MERITS

(a) Petitioner's Brief on the Merits. With or without granting the petition for review, the Court
may request that the parties file briefs on the merits. A brief on the merits shall be confined to the issues or
points stated in that part•y's petition for review and shall, under appropriate headings and in the order here
indicated, contain the following:

(1) Idensity of Parties and Counsel. A complete list of the parties to the trial court's final
judgment and the names and addresses of their counsel in the trial and appellate courts, if any. If a
party is not represented by an attorney, the address of that party shall be stated. If the address is not
known, the petitioner shall certify that a diligent inquiry was made to determine the address but that
the petitioner has been unable to discover it. The certificate shall give any available information that
might serve to identify and locate the party, including the probable county of residence of that party.
If the petitioner is not represented by an attorney, the certificate shall be under oath.

(2) Table of Contents. A table of contents with references to the pages of the brief where
the discussion of each issue or point may be found. The subject matter of each issue, point or group
of issues or points shall be indicated in the table of contents.

(3) Index of Authoniies. An index of authorities alphabetically arranged with references
to the pages of the brief where the authorities are cited.

(4) Statement of the Case. A concise statement of the nature of the case. The statement
should seldom exceed one-half page. The facts should be reserved and stated in the argument in
connection with the issues or points to which they are pertinent.

(5) Issues Presented. A concise statement of the issues or points presented for review.
The statement of an issue or point will be deemed to cover every subsidiary issue fairly included therein.
The phrasing of the issues or points need not be identical with that set forth in the petition for review,
but the brief may not raise additional issues or points or change the substance of the issues or points
presented in the petition. The statement of issues or points must be supported by appropriate
references to the record.

(6) Argument. An argument, which may present separately, or grouped if germane, the
issues or points presented for review and shall state the facts and authorities required to maintain those
issues or points. The argument shall be supported by references to the record.

(7) Prayer. A prayer stating clearly the relief sought.

(b) Response. If the petitioner files a brief on the merits, any other party to the appeal may file
a brief in response. The brief in response shall conform to the requirements of paragraph (a), except that:
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(1) the listing of parties and counsel is not required unless necessary to supplement or correct
the listing contained in the petitioner's brief;

(2) a statement of the case need not be made unless the respondent is dissatisfied with the
statement made by the petitioner,

(3) the statement of the issues presented need not be made unless: (i) the respondent is
dissatisfied with the statement made in the petition; or (ii).. ..

the respondent is asserting grounds for a
judgment that is less favorable than the judgment rendered by the court of appeals but more favorable
than the judgment that might be rendered (i.e. a remand for a new trial rather than a rendition of
judgment in favor of the petitioner); and

(4) the respondent's argument shall be confined to the issues or points presented in the
petitioner's brief and those asserted by the respondent in the respondent's statement of the issues
presented.

(c) Reply. If a brief in response is filed that asserts independent grounds for affirmance of the
court of appeals' judgment or asserts grounds for a judgment that is less favorable to the respondent than the
judgment rendered by the court of appeals, the petitioner may file a brief in reply, which shall be limited to
addressing those issues or points.

(d) Reliance on Prior Brief. Instead of filing a brief on the merits or a brief in response, a party
may file with the clerk of the Supreme Court twelve legible copies of the brief filed by that party in the court
of appeals.

(e) Length of Briefs. A brief on the merits or brief in response shall be no longer than fifty pages
if 10 cpi non-proportionally spaced Courier typeface is used, or forty-four pages if another typeface permitted
by Rule 4 is used. These limits are exclusive of pages containing the identity of parties and counsel, the table
of contents, index of authorities, statement of the case, and issues presented. A brief in reply may be no longer
than twenty-five pages if 10 cpi non-proportionally spaced Courier typeface is used, or twenty-two pages if
another typeface permitted by Rule 4 is used, exclusive of the items stated above. The court may, upon motion,
permit a longer brief.

(f) 'I"ume and Place of Filing; Extension of T'une. The petitioner's brief on the merits shall be filed
with the clerk of the Supreme Court within thirty days after the date of the Court's request for briefs. The
response shall be filed with the clerk of the Supreme Court within thirty days after the date the petitioner's brief
is due. The reply, if appropriate, shall be filed with the clerk of the Supreme Court within fifteen days after the
date the response is due. The Court may on its own initiative shorten or lengthen the time for filing briefs.
Upon written motion complying with Rule 19(g)(3), the Supreme Court may grant an extension of time for filing
a brief.

(g) Amendment. On motion for leave of court showing good cause, a brief may be amended upon
such reasonable terms as the court may prescribe.

(h) Court May Require Briefs Redrawn. If a brief is not prepared in conformity with these rules,
the Supreme Court may require the brief to be redrawn, return the brief to the filing party and consider the case
without further briefing by that party, or, if appropriate, dismiss the case.
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RULE 133. FILING THE RECORD
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(a) Request for Record. With or without granting the petition for review, the Supreme Court may
request that the record from the court of appeals be filed with the clerk of the Supreme Court.

(b) Duty of Clerk of Court of Appeals. Upon receipt of a request for the record from the Supreme
Court , the clerk of the court of appeals, shall promptly forward to the clerk of the Supreme Court the original
record and copies of. (1) the opinion and judgment of the court of appeals; (2) the motions filed in the court
of appeals; and (3) any order of the court of appeals. The clerk should not forward any non-documentary exhibits
unless ordered to do so by the Supreme Court.

(c) Expenses. The petitioner shall pay to the clerk of the court of appeals a sum sufficient to pay
the cost of mailing or shipping the record to and from the clerk of the Supreme Court.

(d) Duty of the Clerk of the Supreme Court. Upon receipt of the record, the clerk of the Supreme
Court will file it with the other papers of the case and note the filing on the docket. The clerk is not required
to file the record unless the charges for mailing or shipping have been paid.

RULE 134. ORDERS ON PETITION FOR REVIEW

(a) Orders on Petition for Review. If the Supreme Court determines that the petition presents
an error that requires reversal or presents an error that is of such importance to the jurisprudence of the state
as to require correction, the Court may grant the petition. If the Supreme Court determines that the judgment
of the court of appeals is correct and the principles of law declared in the opinion of the court of appeals are
correctly determined, the Court will refuse the petition with the docket notation "Refused." If the Supreme Court
is not satisfied that the opinion of the court of appeals has correctly declared the law in all respects, but
determines that the petition presents no error that requires reversal or that is of such importance to the
jurisprudence of the state as to require correction, the Court will deny the petition with the notation "Denied."
If the Supreme Court is without jurisdiction, the Court will dismiss the petition with the notation "Dismissed for
Want of Jurisdiction." When the petition has been on file in the Supreme Court for ten days, the court may
deny, refuse or dismiss the petition, whether or not a response has been filed. The order of the Court may be
accompanied by explanatory comments.

(b) Moot Cases. If a case is moot, the Supreme Court may, in its discretion and after notice to
the parties, grant the petition and, without hearing argument, dismiss the case or the appealable portion of it
without reference to the merits of the appeal.

(c) Settled cases. If a case is settled by agreement of the parties, on motion by all parties the
Supreme Court may grant the petition and without hearing argument or considering the merits, may enter a
judgment in accordance with the agreement. The judgment may set aside the judgments of the court of appeals
or the trial court or both, and may remand the case to the trial court for entry of a judgment in accordance with
the agreement. but will not vacate the opinion of the court of appeals.

(d) Notice to Parties. When the Supreme Court grants, denies, refuses or dismisses a petition for
review, the Clerk of the Supreme Court will send a written notice to all parties to the trial court's final judgment,
stating the disposition made by the Court.

(e) Return of Documents to Court of Appeals. When the Supreme Court refuses, denies or
dismisses the petition, the clerk will retain the petition, together with the record and accompanying papers, for
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fifteen days after rendition of the judgment. At the end of that time, if no motion for rehearing has been filed ,
2 the clerk will transmit to the court of appeals a certified copy of the judgment and return all filed papers to the

^ 3 clerk of the court of appeals, except the petition for review, and any other documents filed in the Supreme Court.
4 If a timely motion for rehearing is filed, it will be disposed of as any other motion for rehearing.
5

^ 6
7 RULE 135. ORAL ARGUMENT
8
9 If the Supreme Court decides that oral argument would aid the Court in the determination of the issues

^ 10 presented in the briefs, the Court may, after granting the petition, set the case for argument.Notice of the
11 submission date and the time allotted for argument will be given to the all parties by the clerk.
12

^ 13 RULE 136.
14
15 [Repealed]
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INQ UIR Y DISPOSITION CHART

TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 296-331

I
I
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I

Rule Page Change Suggested Recommended Action Reason
No. No.

296- Pg 873-878 Former District Judge Putnam Not yet considered. N/A
299a Kaye Reiter suggests that at the

conclusion of the case tried to a
judge a charge conference be

conducted as if it were a juuy
tnal.

296- Pg 873-878 Justice Clarence Guittard SCAC rejected suggestion at Too many old dogs that can't
299a recommends that findings and January 1996 meeting. learn new tricks (i.e., old dogs

conclusions be requested and voted against it).
found before judgment and then
recited in the judgment.

299a Lewis Kinard suggests that Rule None. Proposed Rule 299 and 299a
299a be amended to eliminate cure the ambiguity.
ambiguity of application to
findings requested, findings

made and presumed findings.

301 Pg 879-882 Harry L. Tindall and John W. None. Amendment was withdrawn on
Harris complain that proposed 9/4/90, eff. 9/1/90; complaint
amendment of 4/90, cff. 9/90, already cured.

saying that a judgment was not
rendered until signed, would be a

disaster.

306 Pg 883 Duncan F. Wilson makes the None. Real complaint as to Rule 301
same complaint as shown for already cured.
Rule 301 but he thinks
amendment should be made to
Rule 306; i.e., same complaint,

wrong number.

306a Pg 884 Unknown recommends that Rule None. No one believes such an
306a(4) [now proposed Rule amendment would be helpful or
304(c)(3)] be amended to say necessary.
that a party may give notice of a
judgment in addition to the clerk.

307 Pg 885 Charles A. Spain, Jr. comments None. Proposed TRAP rules unifonnly
that the Texas nilcs use "non- use "nonjury" . See proposed
jury" and "nonjury" in a number TRCP 296(a).

of rules. He suggcsts the rules
should be uniform.

I



324 Pg 886-900 Chief Justice Max N. Osborn None. This has been c,ued by propose+
(now retired) inquires if TRCP amendments to TRAP 52(a).
324(a) con(]icts with TRAP
52(a). He also suggests reduced None. No one believes such a reduction
time limits on appeal. will be helpful. ^

324(a) Pg 901 Same as on Rule 307. None. See Rule 307.

329b Pg 902-905 Martin L. Peterson suggests that None This is being cured by propose
Rule 329b be rewritten to Rule 300(c), Rule 304(c), Rule
eliminate confusion on 304(e)(1) and Rule 305(b).
"vacating" a judgment.

.,29(b) Spg 425-427 Charles A. Spain, Jr. suggests None. No one believes such an

that date motion for new trial amendment is necessary.

overruled as a matter of law be
changed from 75 to 60 days to
cure Caseboll problem.

320 S Sp 447-449 Damon Ball requests None. No one believes such an
amendment requiring motion for amendment is necessary.
entry of default judgment.

329b S Sp 450-451 Martin L. Peterson resubmits his Same as Pg 902-905. See Pg 902-905
suggestion sho\\qi at Pg 902-
905.

329b S Sp 452-454 Charles A. Spain, Jr., suggests a None. This has been cured by purposec'

new, general rule on TC's TRCP 305.

plenary powcr and when it
expires.

330 S Sp 452-454 Charles A. Spain, Jr., suggests None. No one bclieves such an
broader nile needed on terms of amendment is necessarv.
court. '
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330 S Sp 455-57 Thomas B. Alleman suggests None. Does not come within purview
that new niles needed on control of Rule 330.
of visiting judges.
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S 0 U T H E R N

M E T H 0 D I S T

U N I V E R S I T Y

May 8, 1996

TO: Members, Supreme Court Advisory Committee

FROM: William V. Dorsaneo, III

RE: Subcommittee for Rules 15-165a.

Here is a redraft of the procedural rules concerning Claims and Parties. This
redraft is based on the Report of the Task Force on Revision of the Rules of Civil
Procedure. Currently, the SCAC Subcommittee for Rules 15-165a is working on
the remainder of the Task Force's report. A redrafted version of the civil procedure
rules on pleadings is next on the subcommittee's agenda. It should be completed by
the subcommittee by the July meeting of the Advisory Committee. ,`

School of Law

PO Box 750116 Dallas TX 75275-01 16

214-768-3249 Fax 214-768-3142
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SECTION 4
Claims and Parties

Rule 30. Parties

(a) Real Party in Interest. Every action shall be prosecuted in the name
of the real party in interest, except as provided by law. An executor, administrator,
guardian, bailee, trustee of an express trust, or a party authorized by statute may sue
in that person's own name without joining the party for whose benefit the action is
sought. An assignee or subrogee may prosecute an action in the name of an
assignor or subrogor provided that the identity of the real party in interest and the
basis for the interest is set forth in the party's pleadings. No action shall be
dismissed on the ground that it is not prosecuted in the name of the real party in
interest until a reasonable time has been allowed after objection for ratification of
commencement of the action by, or jouider or substitution of, the real party in
interest; and such ratification, joinder, or substitution

(b) Capacity to Sue or Be Sued in Assumed Name. Any partnership,
unincorporated association, private corporation, other legal entity or individual
doing business under an assluned name may sue or be sued in its partnership,
asstuned or coinmon name for the purpose of enforcing for or against it a
substantive right, but on a motion by any party or on the court's own motion the true

name may be substituted.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 28].
[Original Source: Part of Federal Rule 17(b)].
[Official Comments]:
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(c) Next Friends and Guardians Ad Litem.

(1) Next Friends. A minor or incompetent person who does not have
a legal guardian may sue and be represented by a "next friend" who shall have the
same rights as guardians have, but shall give security for costs, or affidavits in lieu
thereof, when required. A next friend may not dismiss or compromise an action
brought in behalf of a mulor or incompetent person without court approval. Any
money or property obtained by a next friend must be managed or invested in
accordance with Chapter 142 of the Property Code.

(2) Guardians Ad Litem. The court must appoint a guardian ad litem
to represent a minor or uicompetent person who is a defendant and has no guardian,
or who is represented by a guardian or next friend who appears to the court to have
an interest adverse to the minor or incompetent person. The court shall allow the
guardian ad litem a reasonable fee for services to be taxed as a part of the costs.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 44, 173].
[Original Source: Parts 1 and 2 of Art. 1994; Art. 21591.
[Official Comments]:

Rule 31. Joinder of Claims

(a) Joinder of Claims. A party asserting a claim for relief as an original
claun, counterclaim, cross-claun, or third-party claim, may join, either as
independent or alternative claims, as many claims, legal or equitable, as the party
has against an opposing party.

(b) Joinder of Contingent Claims. If a claun is contingent on the
deterinination of another cla.iun, the claiuns may be joined ul the same action. This
nile does not pennit the jouider of a liability or indemnity insurance company,
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unless such company is by statute or contract directly liable to the claimant.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 51].
[Original Source: Federal Rule 18].
[Official Comment]:
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Rule 32. Joinder of Persons Needed for Just Adjudication

(a) Persons to be Joined if Feasible. A person who is subject to service
of process shall be joined as party in the action if (1) in the person's absence
complete relief cannot be accorded among those already parties; or (2) the person
claims an interest relating to the subject of the action and is so situated that the
disposition of the action in the person's absence may (A) as a practical matter
impair or impede the person's ability to protect that interest or (B) leave any of the
persons already parties subject to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or
otherwise inconsistent obligations by reason of the claimed interest. If the person
has not been joined, the court shall order that the person be made a party. If the
person should join as a plaintiff but refuses to do so, the person may be made a
defendant, or, in a proper case, an uivoluntary plaintiff.

(b) Determination by Court Whenever Joinder Not Feasible. If a
person described in subdivision (a)(l)-(2) hereof cannot be made a party, the court
shall determine whether in equity and good conscience the action should proceed
among the parties before it, or should be dismissed, the absent party thus regarded
as indispensable. The factors to be considered by the court include: first, to what
extent a judgment rendered in the person's absence might be prejudicial to him or
those already parties; second, the extent to which, by protective provisions in the

d: \wpdosdoc\dorsaneo\[vl es\redra8. evl ;
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judgment, by the shaping of relief, or other measures, the prejudice can be lessened
or avoided; third, whether a judgnnent rendered in the person's absence will be
adequate; fourth, whether the plaintiff will have an adequate remedy if the action is
dismissed for non joinder.

(c) Pleading Reasons for Nonjoinder. A pleading asserting a claim for
relief shall state the names, if known to the pleader, of any persons as described in
subdivision (a)(1)-(2) hereof who are not joined, and the reasons why they are not
joined.

(d) Exception of Class Actions. This rule is subject to the provisions of
Rule 36.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 391.
[Original Source: Federal Rule 19, with textural change].
[Official Comments]:

Change by amendment effective January 1 , 1971..........................:::>::::»:.<:;« ;::::;:<>: :::<> <;.,::::;:;: <:>::::;»>;:>;>::
coinpletely rewrxttep: to adopt willi<nunor c.. . . ..

s ame: ild

Rule 33. Permissive Joinder of Parties

(a) Permissive Joinder. All persons may join in one action as plaultiffs if
they assert any right to relief joultly, severally, or in the alternative in respect of or
arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or
occurrences and if any question of law or fact cominon to all of them will arise in
the action. All persons may be joined in one action as defendants if there is asserted
against them jointly, severally, or in the alternative any right to relief in respect of or
arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or
occurrences and if any question of law or fact common to all of them will arise in
the action. A plaintiff or defendant need not be interested in obtaining or defending
against all the relief demanded. Judgment may be given for one or more of the
plaintiffs according to their respective rights to relief, and against one or more
defendants according to their respective liabilities.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 401.
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[Original Source: Federal Rule 20, unchanged].

(b) Alisjoinder of Parties. Misjoinder of parties is not grounds for
dismissal of an action. Any claim against a party who has not been properly joined
may be severed and proceeded with separately.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 41].
[Original Source: Federal Rule 21].
[Comments: The second sentence has been deleted].

Rule 34. Consolidation, Separate Trials and Severance

(a) Consolidation. When actions involving a common question of law or
fact are pending before the court, it may order a joint hearing or trial of any or all of
the matters in issue in the actions; it may order the actions consolidated; and it may
make such orders concerning proceedings as may tend to avoid tuulecessary costs or
delay.

(b) Separate Trials. The court may make such orders as will prevent a
party from being embarrassed, delayed, or put to expense by the inclusion of a party
against whom the party asserts no claim and who asserts no claim against the party,
and may order separate trials or make other orders to prevent delay or prejudice.
The court, in fiirtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudice, or when separate
trials will be conducive to expedition and economy, may order a separate trial of any
claim, cross-claun, counterclaim or third-party claim, or of any separate issue or of
any number of claims, cross-claims, counterclaims, third-party claims, or issues.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 40(b) and 1741.
[Original Source: Federal Rules 20(b) and 42].

(c) Severance. The court may order a severance (1) if the controversy
involves more than one cause of action, (2) the severed claim is one that would be
the proper subject of a lawsuit if independently asserted, and (3) the severed claiun
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is not so interwoven with the remaining action that they involve the same facts and
issues. A severance divides the lawsuit into two or more separate and independent
causes.

Source: State Dept. of HiQhwavs v. Cotner, 845 S.W.2d 818, 819 (Tex.
1993); Hall v. City of Austin, 450 S.W.2d 836, 837-38 (Tex. 1970).

Rule 35. Interpleader

Persons havuig claims against the plaintiff may be joined as defendants and
required to interplead when their claims are such that the plaintiff is or may be
exposed to double or multiple liability. It is not ground for objection to the joinder
that the claims of the several claimants or the titles on which the claims depend do
not have a common origin or are not identical but are adverse to and independent of
one another, or that the plaintiff avers that he is not liable in whole or in part to any
or all of the claimants. A defendant exposed to similar liability may obtain such
interpleader by way of cross-claun or counterclaim. The provisions of this rule
supplement and do not iii any way limit the joinder of parties permitted in any other
rules.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 43].
[Original Source: Federal Rule 22(1), with minor textual change].

Rule 36. Class Actions

(a) Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more members of a class
may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if (1) the class is
so ntunerous that joinder of all members is impracticable, (2) there are questions of
law or fact common to the class, (3) the claiins or defenses of the representative
parties are typical of the claims and defenses of the class, and (4) the representative
parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.

(b) Class Action Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a class
action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in addition:

(1) the prosecution of separate actions by or against individual members of
the class would create a risk of (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with
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respect to individual members of the class that would establish incompatible
standards of conduct for the party opposing the class, or (B) adjudications with
respect to individual members of the class which would as a practical matter be
dispositive of the interests of the other members not parties to the adjudication or
substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests; or

(2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on grounds
generally applicable to the class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief
with respect to the class as a whole; or

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the members of
the class predominate over any questions affecting only individual members, and
that a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient
adjudication of the controversy. The matters pertinent to the fuidings include: (A)
the interest of members of the class in individually controlling the prosecution or
defense of separate actions; (B) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning
the controversy already commenced by or against members of the class; (C) the
desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the
particular fonun; (D) the difficulty likely to be encountered in the management of a
class action.

(c) Determination by Order Whether Class Action to be Maintained:
Notice; Judgment; Actions Conducted Partially as Class Actions.

(1) As soon as practicable after the commencement of an action
brought as a class action, the court shall, after hearing, detennine by order whether
it is to be so maintained. This detennulation may be altered, amended, or withdrawn
at any time before final judgment. The court may order the naming of additional
parties in order to insure the adequacy of representation.

(2) After the court has detennined that a class action may be
maintained it shall order the party claimuig the class action to direct to the members
of the class the best notice practicable under the circumstances including individual
notice to all members who can be identified through reasonable effort. In all class
actions maintained under subdivision (b)(1), and (b)(2), this notice shall advise the
members of the class (A) the nature of the suit, (B) the binding effect of the
judgment, whether favorable or not, and (C) the right of any member to appear
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before the court and challenge the court's determinations as to the class and its
representatives. In all class actions maintained under subdivision (b)(3) this notice
shall advise each member of the class (A) the nature of the suit; (B) that the court
will exclude hiun from the class if he so requests by a specified date; (C) that the
judgment, whether favorable or not, will uiclude and bind all members who do not
request exclusion by the specified date; and (D) that any member who does not
request exclusion may if he desires, enter an appearance through his counsel.

(3) The judgment in an action maintained as a class action under
subdivisions (b)(1), and (b)(2), whether or not favorable to the class, shall include,
describe, and be buiding upon all those whom the court finds to be members of the
class and who received notice as provided in subdivision (c)(2). The judgment in an
action mauitained as a class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether or not
favorable to the class, shall include and specify or describe those to whom the
notice provided in subdivision (c)(2) was directed, and who have not requested
exclusion, and whom the court finds to be members of the class.

(d) Actions Conducted Partially as Class Actions. When appropriate
(1) an action may be brought or maintained as a class action with respect to
particular issues, or (2) a class be divided into subclasses and each subclass treated
as a class, and the provisions of this rule shall be construed and applied accordingly.

(e) Dismissal or Compromise. A class action shall not be dismissed or
comproinised without the approval of the court, and notice shall be given to all
members of the class in such manner as the court directs.

(f) Discovery. Unnamed members of a class action are not to be
considered as parties for purposes of discovery.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 421.
[Original Source: Federal Rule 23].
[Official Comments]:
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Rule 37. Derivative Suits

In a derivative suit brought pursuant to article 5.14 of the Texas Business
Corporation Act, the petition shall contain the allegations (1) that the plaintiff was a
record or beneficial owner of shares, or of an interest in a voting trust for shares at
the time of the transaction of which he complains, or his shares or interest thereafter
devolved upon him by operation of law from a person who was the owner at that
time, and (2) with particularity, the efforts of the plaintiff to have suit brought for the
corporation by the board of directors, or the reasons for not making any such efforts.
The derivative suit may not be maintained if it appears that the plamtiff does not
fairly and adequately represent the interests of the shareholders similarly situated in
enforcing the right of the corporation. The suit shall not be dismissed or
compromised without the approval of the court, and notice in the mamler directed by
the court of the proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to shareholders.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 42(a)].
[Original Source: Federal Rule 23(a)].

Rule 38. Intervention

(a) Intervention as a Matter of Right. Upon timely motion anyone shall
be permitted to intervene in an action (1) when a statute confers an tnconditional
right to intervene; or (2) when the applicant claims an interest relating to the
property or transaction which is the subject of the action and the applicant is so
situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or i.mpede
the applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless the applicant's interest is
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adequately protected by existing parties.

(b) Permissive Intervention. Upon timely motion anyone may be
pennitted to intervene in an action: (1) when a statute confers a pennissive or a
conditional right to intervene; or (2) when an applicant's claim or defense and the
main action have a question of law or fact in common. In exercising its discretion
the court shall consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the
adjudication of the rights of the original parties.

(c) Procedure. A person desiring to intervene shall serve a motion to
intervene upon the parties as provided by these rules. The motion shall state the
grounds therefor and shall be accompanied by a pleading setting forth the claim or
defense for which intervention is sought.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 60, 61].
[Original Source: Art. 1998 and Texas Rule 30 (for District and County
Courts)].
[Official Comments] :

0
tli`ried w1i;,, ,»e^:;:::^;;:Rule 6, Change: Illtiervexltio z itout.l. a e o

.... . .::^ ...:. ... .:::.::: ^^::.: ^...:,.^....:.;.::' . :^. . .... .... . .:. . ;.. . ..
re^ar.dless:':of whether.`:tlie c:ourt is:^l s.e.sslonor an vacation

Rule 60, Change by amendment effective September 1, 1990.
]:: '<>< ::>:<:

'ri rv»' iuf: eand .1 a::control: notice . a d. se .... ce .a. . . . ad. . . ^s.:p..: i. e .. enor.p
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Rule 39. Substitution of Parties

(a) Death of Party. Where the cause of action is one that survives, no
suit shall abate because of the death of any party, but may continue as hereinafter
provided. Upon death of a party, the heirs, administrator or executrix may appear
and upon suggestion of death in open court may proceed as a party. Absent a timely
appearance and suggestion, upon application by an opposing party, the clerk shall
issue a scire facias requiring the heirs, administrator or executrix to appear and
prosecute or defend the action. An opposing party may have the suit dismissed for
want of prosecution upon failure of the heirs, administrator or executrix to respond
to the scire facias in a tunely manner.

10
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[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 150-153].
[Original Source: Arts. 2078, 2079, 2080, 2081, with minor textural
changes].
[Official Comments]:

Rule 151, Change by amendment effective April 1, 1984.
c^ail'ges`:;
Rule 153, Change by amendment effective April 1, 1984. TeX^i'al

(b) Requisites of Scire Facias. The scire facias and return of service,
shall conform to the requisites of citations and returns under these rules.

[Current Rules: Tex. R. Civ. P. 154].
[Original Source: Art. 2091, with minor textural changes].

I
I
I
I
I

.

I
I
I
I
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(c) Surviving Parties. Where there are two or more plaintiffs ortn-
defendants, and one or more of them die, upon suggestion of such death being
entered upon the record, the suit shall at the instance of either party proceed in the
name of the surviving plaintiffs or against the surviving defendants, as the case may
be.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 155].
[Original Source: Art. 2082, unchanged].

(d) Death After Verdict or Close of Evidence. When a party in a jury
case dies between verdict and judgment, or a party in a non jury case dies after the
evidence is closed and before judglnent is pronounced, judgment shall be rendered
and entered as if all parties were living.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 156].
[Original Source: Art. 2083, unchanged].
Official Comments]:

Change by amendment effective Januarya:<: ^ «,:_.>::,:;::::« ., S;<
applic bl.... to non luz^ as we I as,lc ry a
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(e) Suit for the Use of Another. When a plaultiff suing for the use of
another shall die before verdict, the person for whose use such suit was brought,
upon such death being suggested on the record in open court, may prosecute the suit
an shall be responsible for costs.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 1581.
[Original Source: Art. 2085, unchanged].

I
I
I
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(f) Suit for Injuries Resulting in Death. In cases arising under the
provisions of the chapter relating to injtu-ies resulting in death, the suit shall not
abate by the death of either party pending the suit, but in such case, if the plaintiff
dies, where there is only one plaintiff, some one or more of the parties entitled to the
money recovered may be substituted and the suit prosecuted to judgment in the
name of such party or parties, for the benefit of the person entitled; if the defendant
dies, his executor, administrator or heir may be made a party, and the suit
prosecuted to judgment.

[Current Rule: Tex. R. Civ. P. 159].
[Original Source: Art. 2086, unchanged].

Rule Voluntary Dismissals and Nonsuits.

(a) In General. At any time before the plaintiff has introduced all of the
plaintiff's evidence other than rebuttal evidence, the plaintiff may dismiss an entire
case or dismiss the action as to one or more of several parties. Onission of a party
from the pleadings does not result in a dismissal of the action as to the omitted
party. notice of the voluntary dismissal of an entire case or as to one or more of the
parties must be filed separately from the pleaduigs provided that a party who
abandons any part of a claim or defense contained in the pleadings may have that
fact entered of record during a hearing or trial to show that the matter was not tried.

(b) Avoidance of Prejudice. Any dismissal pursuant to this rule does not
prejudice the right of another party to be heard on a pending claiun for affinnative
relief, excuse the payment of costs taxed by the clerk or authorize a party to
prosecute an action without the joinder of a principal obligor, except as provided by
statute.

12
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(c) Effect on Sanctions' Motions. A dismissal under this rule has no effect
on any motion for sanctions, attorney's fees or other costs, pending at the time of
dismissal, as determined by the court. Any dismissal pursuant to this rule which
terminates the case authorizes the clerk to tax court costs against the dismissing
party unless otherwise ordered by the court.

Source; Tex.R.Civ.P. 162, 163., 165.

I
I

I
I
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I
I
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SOUTH TEXAS

1303 San Jacinro Street • Houston, Te as 7,7002-;OO0 •,-13-659-Spq0

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Luther Soules, Chair

FROM: Professor Elaine A. Carison, Chair
Sub-Committee, TRCP 737-813

November 6, 1995

FINAL REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRCP 737-813

I
I
I
t
I

1. APPLICATION OF RULE 4 TO RULES 739 & 744

Suggestion: Rule 744 should be exempted from the operation of Rule 4, so that
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays will be counted in computing five day periods.
Currently, the use of overlapping time periods due to the use of distinctive
counting methods creates concern as to the timeliness of demanding a jury. (See
letter of Judge Tom Lawrence - Item 4, Page 952). It has been suggested Rule
739 should also be exempted from the operation of Rule 4 to be consistent. (See
attached letter from Judge Till)

2. SERVICE OF CITATION AND FE&D PAPERS BY "AUTHORIZED PERSON"

Rules 742 and 742a provide for service of citation of forcible entry and
detainer complaints and return of service thereof. Currently these rules only
provide for service by an "officer" and are silent as to the propriety of service by
other "authorized persons" as allowed in other j.p. and district and county court
civil proceedings.

Suggestion: Modify rules as recommended (see pages 961 & 964) to delete word
"officer" and substitute words "sheriff, constable or other authorized person."

3. UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW BY AGENT REPRESENTATION IN
FORCIBLE ENTRY & DETAINER ACTIONS

Provisions of civil rule 747a and section 24.011 of the Texas Property Code
allow parties to forcible entry and detainer actions to represent themselves and to
"be represented by their authorized agent" "who need not be attorneys." Concern
has been expressed as to whether agent representation by a non-attorney
constitutes the unauthorized practice of law. (See letter of Judge Baker pp. 960A-
960D).

Suggestion: Clarify by comment to Rule 747a apparent intent of rule:
"Authorized agent" for purposes of the landlord should be construed to mean
owner, employee of owner, managing company hired by owner or realtor retained
by owner. For purposes of the tenant "authorized agent" should be construed to



mean tenant, employee of the tenant or occupant of the premises as defined in the
lease. (See attached letter from Judge Till)

I
I

I
I
I
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4. CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN RULE 749a

Suggestion: The first paragraph to Rule 749a should be corrected to read: "When
a pauper's affidavit is timely contested by APPELLEE" ... and delete appellant.

5. PROPOSAL TO MODIFY RULE 749b

A suggestion has been made to modify rule 749b to provide for "payment of
fair market value of rent" by a tenant seeking to remain in possession of leased
premises while appealing an unsuccessful forcible entry & detainer judgment. The
proponent of this change suggests that without such clarifying language, courts
are allowing tenants who receive assistance from government housing authorities
to remain in possession pending appeal without having to tender rents into the
registry of the court. The proponent suggests the adoption of a presumption to be
incorporated in the rules that "the rental amount as provided by a lease agreement
is the fair market value of the rent for the purpose of determining an appropriate
rent deposit."

Suggestion: Add the following sentence to the end of 749b(2): "The rental
amount as provided by a lease agreement is the fair market value of the rent for
the purpose of determining an appropriate rent deposit."

6. MODIFY RULE 749b

Suggestion: Modify Rule 749b to delete "writ of restitution" and replace with
"writ of possession" to be consistent with other rules pertaining to appropriate
forcible entry and detainer relief.

7. CLARIFYING COMMENT TO RULE 749c

Suggestion: Include clarifying comment to rule 749c that although a right of
appeal from an unsuccessful forcible entry and detainer judgment may exist
without the necessity of making a rent deposit into the registry of the court, a
tenant has no right to remain in possession pending such appeal without
appropriate tender of rent.

Proposed comment: "The requirements of Rule 749b(1) must be met by an
unsuccessful tenant seeking to retain possession of the premises pending appeal
and are not affected by Rule 749c."

8. PROPOSAL TO MODIFY RULE 751

Clarify the type of notice clerks are required to give pursuant to TRCP 751.
Some clerks erroneously interpret notice to be the equivalent of service of process
and charge a service of process fee for an appeal de novo to county court.

Suggestion: After last sentence in second paragraph add: "Notification is
sufficient by first class mail. No service of process fee shall be charged."

2



1 9. PROPOSAL TO MODIFY RULES 814-822
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Delete as Rules 814-822, modify rules as recommended by Justice Guittard
and renumber as part of new proposed general procedural rules 13-20 (aka
"GRP").
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JUDGE PAUL HEATH TZLL
JVSTIOS CovRT PnaciNccr 5/1

9awis. CL.otxa CoURT PrtsctxcT 511

HA3RItIS COUNTY, TICXwB

)0 CxtMx=z Rocx. SvIrL l0Y
HoUaron. Tcxwe 77081

November 17, 1993

Professor Elaine A. Carlson
Attorney at Law
1303 San Jacinto
Houston, Texas 77002

Dear Professor Carlson:

The following are comments on some of the rules.

713 891•8P78

On the application of Rule 4 to Rule 739 and 742, if you are
going to exempt 744 from Rule 4, you are going to have to exempt
739 as well. Since the citation in 739 would inform the parties
that they could pay the jury fee no later than five days, Rule
744 demanding a jury on or before the five days from the date of
service should be made consistent.

On the rule concerning representation in justice court on
Forcible Detainer and Forcible Entry and Detainer, Rule 747a and
924.011 of the Property Code have to be read as a unit before you
get total understanding of what can or cannot be done by a non-
attorney representation. I do not believe either or both or the
combination of this rule and statute was intended for a paralegal
to make an appearance in court as a non-lawyer lawyer on behalf
of his client. I believe it was Intended that these people were
to represent themselves directly and did not have to have pseudo-
legal counsel. My understanding is that this is the procedure
that has been followed or attempted to be followed in Dallas in
several of the justice courts there, where the legal aid for that
particular county are sending paralegals to represent tenants in
justice court. It presents a serious problem to the judge of
that court of trying to sort out just what's what. In any event,
rule 747a deals with Forcible Entry and Detainer for non-payment
of rent and holding over only., You would need then to go to
024.011 of the Property Code to find that only in Forcible
Detainer for non-payment of rent and holding over beyond the
rental term, the parties can represent.themselves. Further, it
adds that in Forcible Detainer and Forcible Entry and Detainer,
the parties can get a default judgment without legal
representation regardless of the grounds. This is not to be
found in the Rules of Civil Procedure.

The wisdom with the chance for confusion and ambiguity of having
%..,al. .. .....1 n,.Ir ..t..i 1 r,r......,.i....n -l n c^ o4ii f0 ('nVAr';rc* nrPri CP1v
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the same subject matter or proporting to cover exactly the same
subject matter and not in effect having the same language escapes
me. One rule should cover all that is necessary and all that is
intended for non-lawyer representation.

I would hope that somewhere we would be able to take up the point
of seeing about drafting a completely different set of rules of
procedure for the justice court. And by a different set of rules
I would mean one that would take into consideration the unique
and unusual position of the judge of justice court dealing
primarily with pro se plaintiffs and defendants, as well as trial
de novo.

Much of the confusion and difficulty is to be found in the
"bellwether" Rule 523 for the justice courts. It informs the
justice court judge that in as far as they can be applied, the
rules of district and county courts will also govern the justice
courts. But further that, except when otherwise specifically
provided by law are these rules. Meaning: if you have a
question start with.the district and county court rules, then
look at the justice court rules to see if there is an exception
and how it is to be applied.

This level of mental dexterity is not required for other levels
of courts and I would hope that the general precept of having a
set of rules for the justice court written with the justice court
in mind will be considered. Of course, if this is not the
appropriate time, then let me know when and where and I'11 bring
up the subject then.

Paul Heath Till
Justice of the Peace 5/1

PHT/cdc
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Professor Elaine A. Carlson
FROM: Kristin A. Parker
DATE: 10/25/95
RE: Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 747a

issue

Through case law, it is evident that the Supreme Court of Texas has primary
constitutional governance over the practice of law. See, e.g., Banales v. Jackson, 601 S.W.2d
508 (Tex.Ct.App.-Beaumont), motion to reverse den'd, 610 S.W.2d 732 (Tex.1980); Bryant v.
State, 457 S.W.2d 72 (Tex.Ct.App.-Eastland 1970, writ ref d nre); Grievance Comm. v. Dean,
190 S.W.2d 126 (Tex.Ct.App.-Austin 1945, no writ). In addition, scholars have opined that the

power to regulate the legal profession is vested with the courts and the courts view legislative

enactments pertaining to the legal profession as infringements on the judiciary's inherent power

to regulate the bar. Gregory S.C. Huffman, Unauthorized Practice of Law: A Texas Review, 47

Texas Bar J.1220, 1221 (1984); Ryan J. Talamonte, We Can't All be Lawyers...or Can We?

Regulating the Unauthorized Practice of Law in Arizona, 34 Ariz.L.Rev. 873, 876 (1992). This

being the case, does TX.PROP.CoDE §24.011 violate the Supreme Court's right to regulate the

practice of law or Tx.Gov'T.CODE §§81.101-.102, thus rendering TX.PROP.CODE §24.001

unconstitutional?

Discussion

Rule 7 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure states,

Any party to a suit may appear and prosecute or defend his rights therein, either in
person or by an attorney of the court.

Texas Rule 7 has a federal counterpart, 28 U.S.C.A. § 1654 which states,

In all courts of the United States, the parties may plead and conduct their own

cases personally or by counsel as, by the rules of such courts, respectively, are
permitted to manage and conduct causes therein.

There is much case law to support the notion that corporations must have counsel represent them
in legal matters because the corporation is a legal fiction that is incapable of representing itself.
To allow a president or other non-lawyer agent to represent the corporation would be in direct
violation of T.R.C.P. 7 as well as 28 U.S.C.A. § 1654. See e.g., Globe Leasing, Inc. v. Engine
Supply and Machine Service, 437 S.W.2d 43, 45 (Tex.Ct.App.-Houston (1 st Dist.) 1969, no
writ); American Express Company. v. Monfort Food Distributing Company., 545 S.W.2d 49, 52
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(Tex.Ct.App.-Houston (14th Dist.) 1976, no w7it); Denjtett v. First Continental Livestmelit

Contpailv., 559 S.W.2d 384 (Tex.Ct.App.-Dallas 1977, no writ).

In April 1982, Rule 747a was promulgated as somewhat of an extension or an exception
to Rule 7. The intent of the Supreme Court of Texas in promulgating this new rule could not be
ascertained; therefore, any attempt to interpret the rule must be achieved through the plain
meaning of the rule on its face. Rule 747a states,

In forcible entry and detainer cases for non-payment of rent or holding over
beyond the rental term, the parties may represent themselves or be represented by
their authorized agents injustice court.

On its face the rule appears to say that in this limited circumstance the parties in a landlord tenant
suit can be represented by non-attorneys injustice court. If this is what the rule means, then
landlords and tenants may represent themselves or authorize an agent to do so. If this agent need
not be an attorney, then it appears that through Rule 747a the Supreme Court, in this limited

instance, is allowing non-lawyers to appear injustice court on behalf of themselves or someone

else. It also appears that in this limited circumstance that a landlord or tenant corporation, too,

may designate an authorized agent who need not be an attorney.

. In 1985, the legislature enacted Tx.PROP.CoDE §24.011 which closely parallels Rule
747a and states,

In forcible detainer suits in justice court for non-payment of rent or holding over
beyond a rental term, the parties may represent themselves or be represented by
their authorized agents, who need not be attorneys. In any forcible detainer or
forcible entry and detainer suit in justice court, an authorized agent requesting or
obtaining a default judgment need not be an attorney.

As mentioned earlier, the Supreme Court has the inherent authority to regulate the practice of
law. This being the case, if the rule and statute are in conflict then the rule will prevail.
However, in this case, the rule and the statute closely model each other, thus producing no
conflict. Therefore, Tx.PttoP.CoDE §24.011 is not unconstitutional with respect to the powers
granted the judiciary by the Texas Constitution regarding the authority to regulate the practice of
law.

The contrary, but weaker argument, has been expressed in Attorney General Opinion No.
JM-56. The Attorney General opines that what is meant by "authorized agents" as stated in Rule
747a is "attorney agents." He cites Article V, section 25 of the Texas Constitution (repealed and
presently section 31) to support the basis for the Supreme Court's authority to promulgate
procedural rules:

The Supreme Court shall have power to make and establish rules of procedure not
inconsistent with the laws of the State for the government of said court and other
courts of this State to expedite the dispatch of business therein.

2
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Is this Rule 747a a procedural rule for efficient judicial administration, or in promulgating Rule

747a is the Supreme Court exercising its inherent power to regulate the practice of law? The

Attorney General believes this to be merely a procedural rule and cites case law to the effect that,

when a procedural rule and a statute are in conflict, the statute prevails. See e.g., Few v. Charter

Oak Fire Insurance Company., 463 S.W.2d 424. This advisory opinion is not binding and the
stronger argument is that the Supreme Court is acting under its inherent power to regulate the

practice of law in promulgating Rule 747a. However, in the event that one is persuaded by the

weaker argument this area must be explored.

If the Supreme Court's authority in promulgating this rule lies in Article V section 31,
then case law supports the notion that when a rule and statute conflict, the rule must yield to the

statute. Ibid. Tx.Gov'T.CoDE §81.102 states,

(a) Except as provided by subsection (b), a person may not practice law in this
state unless the person is a member of the state bar.

(b) The Supreme Court may promulgate rules prescribing the procedure for limited
practice of law by:

(1) attorneys licensed in another jurisdiction;
(2) bona fide law students; and
(3) unlicensed graduate students who are attending or have attended a law

school approved by the Supreme Court. V.T.C.A., Government Code

§81.102.

and Tx.Gov'T.CODE §81.101 defines the practice of law as

In this chapter the practice of law means the preparation of a pleading or other
document incident to an action or special proceeding or the management of the
action or proceeding on behalf of a client as well as service rendered out of
court ...V.T.C.A., Government Code §81.101.

Rule 747a conflicts with Tx.GOv'T.CODE §§81.101-102 (which prohibits persons not admitted to
the bar to proceed on behalf of a client in front of a judge in court) to the extent that "authorized
agents" in Rule 747a refers to someone other than: (1) attorneys licensed in another jurisdiction,
(2) bona fide law students, and (3) unlicensed graduate students who are attending or who have
attended a law school approved by the Supreme Court. If "authorized agents" in 747a means
anything other than attorneys, the Attorney General believes that Rule 747a would necessarily
have to yield to the statute. Tx.Gov'T.CoDE §81.102 was enacted in 1987 to define non-
members of the bar who could practice law in certain circumstances. However, this statute was
passed after the Attorney General Opinion was written, hence explaining why the Attorney
General believed "authorized agents" could only mean "attorney agents." Nevertheless, it is
apparent from the opinion that based on the Attorney General's rationale if "authorized agents"
means anything other than the groups of people listed in §81.102, then the rule must yield to the

statute. As expressed earlier, this is a much weaker argument than the Supreme Court having the
inherent authority to regulate the bar, this being the only source found to indicate the contrary.
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So, does TY.PROF.CoDE §24.001 violate §§81.101-.102 rendering it unconstitutional? It
depends on the meaning given to the phrase "need not be an attorney" in T;1.PROP.CoDL §24.011
and the tenn "authorized agents" in T.R.C.P. 747a. The Supreme Court made an exception to, or
an extension of, T.R.C.P. 7 by promulgating T.R.C.P. 747a. They went from stating in T.R.C.P.
7 that in court one can represent oneself or obtain counsel, to stating in T.R.C.P. 747a that one
can represent oneself or appoint an agent, but only in this limited landlord tenant circumstance in
justice court. Tx.Gov'T.COOE §81.101 lays a foundation for what the practice of law is, one
portion being,"...proceeding on behalf of a client before a judge in court..." An exception is
made by Tx.PROP.CODE §24.011 allowing, in this particular situation, for a portion of
Tx.Gov'T.CODE §81.101 to be executed by a non-lawyer. In this respect, I believe the two
statutes can coexist. The Supreme Court has two rules--Rule 7 being the primary one and Rule
747a being the exception in limited circumstances; and, the legislature has two statutes--
Tx.Gov'T.COOE §81.101 being the primary governing one and Tx.PROP.CooE §24.011 being the
exception in limited circumstances. The Supreme Court has primary governance over the courts
and interpretation of the laws, and the legislature's power to regulate the practice of law is only
secondary and in the aid of the judiciary's power. Gregory S.C. Huffman, Unauthorized Practice

of Law: A Texas Review, 47 Texas Bar J. 1220 ( 1984). Also, as long as "authorized agents" in

Rule 747a and "need not be an attorney" in Tx.P[top.CODE §24.011 do not go beyond the scope

of Tx.Gov'T.CODE §81.102(b), then there are no constitutional problems or conflicts between

Tx.GOV'T.CODE §81.102 and Tx.PROP.CODE §24.011.

Conclusion

It is clear that the prevailing view is that the Supreme Court has the inherent authority to
regulate the practice of law. Therefore, they have the power to promulgate the rules concerning
the practice of law. To circumvent the aforementioned conflicts between the rules of the
judiciary and the statutes of the legislature, the court has the power to correct the problem and
shape the rules to regulate the practice of law in whatever way it deems appropriate. It seems to
be a matter of choice--1) the rule can be modified to better explain the court's intent (defining
"authorized agent"), 2) the rule can be repealed, or 3) the rule can be left as is causing
unanswered questions to continually arise.

4



cachment "B"

PROPOSED CHANGES

RULE 4. COMPUTATION OF TIME

In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these rules, by
order of court, or by any applicable statute, the day of the act, event, or default
after which the designated period of time begins to run is not to be included. The
last day of the period so computed is to be included, unless it is a Saturday,
Sunday or legal holiday, in which event the period runs until the end of the next
day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday. Saturdays, Sundays and
legal holidays shall not be counted for any purpose in any time period of five days
or less in these rules, except that Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be
counted for purposes of the three-day periods in Rules 21 and 21a, extending
other periods by three days when service is made by registered or certified mail or
by telephonic document transfer, and for purposes of the five-day periods provided
for under Rules 739, 744, 748, 749, 749a, 749b, and 749c.

RULE 742. SERVICE OF CITATION

The o#ieef sheriff, constable or authorized person receiving such citation
shall execute the same by delivering a copy of it to the defendant, or by leaving a
copy thereof with some person over the age of sixteen years, at his usual place of
abode, at least six days before the return day thereof; and on or before the day
assigned for trial he shall return such citation, with his action written thereon, to
the justice who issued same.
(Amended Aug. 18, 1947, eff. Dec. 31, 1947).

RULE 742a. FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER

If the sworn complaint lists all home and work addresses of the defendant
which are known to the person filing the sworn complaint and if it states that such
person knows of no other home or work addresses of the defendant in the county
where the premises are located, service of citation may be by delivery to the
premises in question as follows:

If the offieef sheriff, constable or authorized person receiving such citation
under Rule 742, the o-ffieef sheriff, constable or authorized person shall no later
than five days after receiving such citation execute a sworn statement that the
officer has made diligent effort to serve such citation on at least two occasions at
all addresses of the defendant in the county where the premises are located as
may be shown on the sworn complaint, stating the times and places of attempted
service. Such sworn statement shall be filed by the officer with the justice who
shall promptly consider the sworn statement of the officer. The justice may then
authorize service according to the following:

(a) The offieef sheriff, constable or authorized person shall place the
citation inside the premises by placing it through a door mail chute or by slipping it
under the front door; and if neither method is possible or practical, the officer shall
securely affix the citation to the front door or main entry to the premises.

(b) The o4fieef sheriff, constable or authorized person shall that same day
or the next day deposit in the mail a true copy of such citation with a copy of the
sworn complaint attached thereto, addressed to the defendant at the premises in
question and sent by first class mail;

I
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(c) The offieef sheriff, constable or authorized Person shall note on the
return of such citation the date of delivery under ( a) above and the date of mailing
under (b) above; and

(d) Such delivery and mailing to the premises shall occur at least six days
before the return day of the citation; and on or before the day assigned for trial he
shall return such citation with his actions written thereon, to the justice who
issued the same.

It shall not be necessary for the aggrieved party or his authorized agent to
make request for or motion for alternative service pursuant to this rule. (Added April
15, 1982, eff. Aug. 15, 1982

This is a new rule.

RULE 747a. REPRESENTATION BY AGENTS

In forcible entry and detainer cases for non-payment of rent or holding over
beyond the rental term, the parties may represent themselves or be represented by
their authorized agents in justice court.
(Added April 15, 1982, eff. Aug. 15, 1982.)

Comment: "Authorized agent" for t)urposes of the landlord should be construed to
mean owner, employee of owner, managing company hired by owner or realtor
retained by owner. For purposes of tenant, "authorized agent" shall be construed
to mean tenant, employee of the tenant or occupant of the premises as defined in
the leade.

RULE 749a. PAUPER'S AFFIDAVIT

If appellant is unable to pay the costs of appeal, or file a bond as required
by Rule 749, he shall nevertheless be entitled to appeal by making strict proof of
such inability within five days after the judgment is signed, which shall consist of
his affidavit filed with the justice of the peace stating his inability to pay such
costs, or any part thereof, or to give security, which may be contested within five
days after the filing of such affidavit and notice thereof to the opposite party o r
his attorney of record by any officer of the court or party to the suit, whereupon it
shall be the duty of the justice of the peace in whose court the suit is pending to
hear evidence and determine the right of the party to appeal, and h e shall enter
his finding on the docket as part of the record. Upon the filing of a pauper's
affidavit the justice of the peace or clerk of the court shall notice the opposing
party of the filing of the affidavit of inability within one working day of its filing by
written notification accomplished through first class mail. It will be presumed
prima facie that the affidavit speaks the truth, and, unless contested within five
days after the filing and notice thereof, the presumption shall be deemed
conclusive; but if a contest is filed, the burden shall then be on the appellant to
prove his alleged inability by competent evidence other than by the affidavit
above referred to. When a pauper's affidavit is timely contested by the appellee,
the justice shall hold a hearing and rule on the matter within five days.

If the justice of the peace disapproves the pauper's affidavit, appellant may,
within five days thereafter bring the matter before the county judge for a final
decision, and, on request, the justice shall certify to the county judge appellant's
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affidavit, the contest thereof, and all documents, and papers thereto. The county
judge shall set a day for hearing, not later than five days, and shall h ear the
contest de novo. If the pauper's affidavit is approved by the county judge, he
shall direct the justice to transmit to the clerk of the county court, the transcript,
records and papers of the case.

A pauper's affidavit will be considered approved upon one of the following
occurrences: (1) the pauper's affidavit is not contested by the other party; (2) the
pauper's affidavit is contested by the other party and upon a hearing the justice
determines that the pauper's affidavit is approved; or (3) upon a hearing by the
justice disapproving of the pauper's affidavit the appellant appeals to the county
judge who then, after a hearing, approves the pauper's affidavit.

No writ of possession may issue pending the hearing by the county judge of
the appellant's right to appeal on a pauper's affidavit. If the county judge
disapproves the pauper's affidavit, appellant may perfect his appeal by filing an
appeal bond in the amount as required by Rule 749 within five days thereafter. If
no appeal bond is filed within five days, a writ of possession may issue.

Comment to 1990 change: Proceedings on pauper affidavits are revised. The
term writ of restitution is corrected to writ of possession.

RULE 749b. PAUPER'S AFFIDAVIT IN NONPAYMENT OF RENT APPEALS

In a nonpayment of rent forcible detainer case a tenant/appellant who has
appealed by filing a pauper's affidavit under these rules shall be entitled to stay in
possession of the premises during the pendency of the appeal, by complying with
the following procedure:

(1) Within five days of the date that the tenant/appellant files his
pauper's affidavit, he must pay into the justice court registry one rental period's
rent under the terms of the rental agreement.

(2) During the appeal process as rent becomes due under the rental
agreement, the tenant/appellant shall pay the rent into the county court registry
within five days of the due date under the terms of the rental agreement. The
rental amount as provided by a lease agreement is the fair market value of the rent
for the purpose of determining an appropriate rent deposit.

(3) If the tenant/appellant fails to pay the rent into the court registry
within the time limits prescribed by these rules, the appellee may file a notice of
default in county court. Upon sworn motion by the appellee and a showing of
default to the judge, the court shall issue a writ of fest+ttrtiofl possession.

(4) Landlord/appellee may withdraw any or all rent in the county court
registry upon a) a sworn motion and hearing, prior to final determination of the
case, showing just cause, b) dismissal of the appeal, or c) order of the court upon
final hearing.

3
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(5) All hearings and motions under this rule shall be entitled to
precedence in the county court.
(Added May 9, 1977, eff. Sept. 1, 1977).

Notes and Comments
This is a new rule.

RULE 749c. APPEAL PERFECTED

When an appeal bond has been timely filed in conformity with Rule 749 or a
pauper's affidavit approved in conformity with Rule 749 or a pauper's affidavit
approved in conformity with Rule 749a, the appeal shall be perfected.

Comment: The reguirements of Rule 749b(1) must be met by an unsuccessful
tenant seeking to retain possession of the premises pendin4 appeal and are not
affected by Rule 749c.

TRCP 751. TRANSCRIPT

I
I
I
I
I
I

When an appeal has been perfected, the justice shall stay all further
proceedings on the judgment, and immediately make out a transcript of all the
entries made on his docket of the proceedings had in the case; and he shall
immediately file the same, together with the original papers and any money in the
court registry, including sums tendered pursuant to Rule 749b(1), with the clerk of
the county court of the county in which the trial was h ad, or other court having
jurisdiction of such appeal. The clerk shall docket the cause, and the trial shall be
de novo.

The clerk shall immediately notify both appellant and the adverse party of
the date of receipt of the transcript and the docket number of the cause. Such
notice shall advise the defendant of the necessity for filing a written answer in the
county court when the defendant has pleaded orally in the justice court.
Notification is sufficient by first class mail. No service of process fee shall be
charqed.

The trial, as well as all hearings and motions, shall be entitled to precedence
in the county court.

4



Attachment "C"

DISPOSITION CHART
TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 737-822

RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
737 No change suggested
738 . No change suggested
739 Pg 952 TRCP 739. CITATION Judge Paul Exempt Rule 739 from Rule The use of overlapping time Adopt

When the party aggrieved Heath Till 4, so that Saturdays, periods due to the use of
or his authorized agent shall Sundays and holidays will distinctive counting methods
file his written sworn be used in computing five creates concern as to the
complaint with such justice, day periods. timeliness of demanding a jury.
the justice shall immediately
issue citation directed to the
defendant or defendants
commanding him to appear
before such justice at a time
and place named in such
citation, such time being not
more than ten days nor less
than six days from the date
of service of the citation.

The citation shall inform
the parties that, upon timely
request and payment of a
jury fee no later than five
days after the defendant is
served with citation, the
case shall be heard by a jury.

740 No change suggested
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RULE I'AGE CURRENT RULE CI IANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
741 No change suggested
742 Pg 961 RULE 742. SERVICE OF ^?J Change "officer" to: Currently this rule only Adopt

CITATION "sheriff, constable or provides for service by an
The officer receiving such authorized person." "officer" and is silent as to the

citation shall execute the propriety of service by other
same by delivering a copy of "authorized persons" as
it to the defendant, or by allowed in otherj.p., district
leaving a copy thereof with and county court civil
some person over the age of proceedings. The change will
sixteen years, at his usual make the rule consistent with
place of abode, at least six Rule 536.
days before the return day
thereof; and on or before the
day assigned for trial he
shall return such citation,
with his action written
thereon, to the justice who
issued the same.

742 Pg 965- RULE 742. (See above) Larry Niemann Change "officer" to To make it consistent with Reject
968 "person." TRCP 536

742a Pg 962- RULE 742a. SERVICE BY [?] Change "officer" to Currently this rule only Adopt
964 DELIVERY TO PREMISES "sheriff, constable or provides for service by an

If the sworn complaint authorized person." "officer" and is silent as to the
lists all home and work propriety of service by other
addresses of the defendant "authorized persons" as
which are known to the allowed In otherj.p., district
person filing the sworn and county court civil
complaint and if it states proceedings. The change will
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CFIANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION

that such person knows of make the rule consistent with
no other home or work Rule 536.
address of the defendant in
the county where the
premises are located, service
of citation may be by
delivery to the premises in
question as follows:

If the officer receiving
such citation is unsuccessful
in serving such citation
under Rule 742, the officer
shall no later than five days
after receiving such citation
execute a sworn statement
that the officer has made
diligent efforts to serve such
citation on at least two
occasions at all addresses of
the defendant in the county
where the premises are
located as may be shown on
the sworn complaint, stating
the times and places of
attempted service. Such
sworn statement shall be
filed by the officer with the
justice who shall promptly
consider the sworn

I
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION

statement of the officer.
The justice may then
authorize service according
to the following:

(a) The officer shall place
the citation inside the
premises by placing it
through a door mail chute or
by slipping it under the front
door; and if neither method
is possible or practical, the
officer shall securely affix
the citation to the front door
or main entry to the
premises.

(b) The officer shall that
same day or the next day
deposit in the mail a true
copy of such citation with a
copy of the sworn complaint
attached thereto, addressed
to defendant at the premises
in question and sent by first
class mail;

(c) The officer shall note
on the return of such citation
the date of delivery under
(a) above and the date of
mailing under (b) above;

A
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RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
and

(d) Such delivery and
mailing to the premises shall
occur at least six days
before the return day of the
citation; and on or before
the day assigned for trial he
shall return such citation
with his action written
thereon, to the justice who
issued the same.

It shall not be necessary
for the aggrieved party or
his authorized agent to make
request for or motion for
alternative service pursuant
to this rule.

742a Pg 965- RULE 742a. Larry Niemann Change "officer" to To make it consistent with Reject
968 (See above) "person." TRCP 536

743 No change suggested
744 Pg 952, TRCP 744. DEMANDING Judge Tom Exempt Rule 744 from Rule The use of overlapping time Adopt

753, Pg JURY Lawrence 4, so that Saturdays, periods due to the use of
970 Any party shall have the Judge Paul Sundays and holidays will distinctive counting methods

right of trial by jury, by Heath Till be used in computing five creates concern as to the
making a request to the day periods. timeliness of demanding a jury.
court on or before five days
from the date the defendant
is served with citation, and
by paying the jury fee of



RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
five dollars. Upon such
request, a jury shall be
summoned as in other cases
injustice court.

745 No change suggested
746 No change suggested
747 No change suggested
747a Pg 960a- TRCP 747a. Judge Keith Clarify by comment as to Concern has been expressed as Adopt

960g REPRESENTATION BY Baker the meaning of "authorized to whether agent representation
AGENTS Judge Paul agent." by a non-attorney constitutes

In forcible entry and Heath Till Proposed comment: the unauthorized practice of
detainer cases for non- "Authorized agent" for law.
payment of rent or holding purposes of the landlord
over beyond the rental term, should be construed to mean
the parties may represent owner, employee of owner,
themselves or be managing company hired by
represented by their owner or realtor retained by
authorized agents injustice owner. For purposes of the
court. tenant "authorized agent"

should be construed to mean
tenant, employee of the
tenant or occupant of the
premises as defined in the
lease. (See attached letter
from Judge Till.)

748 No change suggested
749 No change suggested
749a Pg 978, TRCP 749a. PAUPER'S Bill Willis The first paragraph to Rule Correct typographical error. Appears to be

980-982 AFFIDAVIT 749a should be corrected to corrected in

6
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RULE f'AGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
If appellant is unable to read "When a pauper's West's Texas

pay the costs of appeal, or affidavit is timely contested Rules of Court
file a bond as required by by appellee"...and delete book.
Rule 749, he shall appellant.
nevertheless be entitled to
appeal by making strict
proof of such inability
within five days after the
judgment is signed, which
shall consist of his affidavit
filed with the justice of the
peace stating his inability to
pay such costs, or any part
thereof, or to give security,
which may be contested
within five days after the
filing of such affidavit and
notice thereof to the
opposite party or his
attorney of record by any
officer of the court or party
to the suit, whereupon it
shall be the duty of the
justice of the peace in whose
court the suit is pending to
hear evidence and determine
the right of the party to
appeal, and he shall enter his
(inding on the docket as a
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CIIANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION .
part of the record. Upon the
filing of a pauper's affidavit,
the opposing party of the
justice of the peace or clerk
of the court shall notice the
opposing party of a pauper's
affidavit of the opposing
party of the filing of the
affidavit of inability within
one working day of its filing
by written notification
accomplished through first
class mail. It will be
presumed prima facie that
the affidavit speaks the
truth, and, unless contested
within five days after the
filing and notice thereof,
the presumption shall be
deemed conclusive; but if a
contest is filed, the burden
shall then be on the
appellant to prove his
alleged inability by
competent evidence other
than by the affidavit above
referred to. When a
pauper's affidavit is timely
contested by the appellee,
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

AC"I^ION
the justice shall hold a
hearing and rule on the
matter within five days.

If the justice of the peace
disapproves the pauper's
affidavit, appellant may,
within five days thereafter
bring the matter before the
county judge for a final
decision, and, on request,
the justice shall certify to
the county judge appellant's
affidavit, the contest thereof,
and all documents, and
papers thereto. The county
judge shall set a day for
hearing, not later than five
days, and shall hear the
contest de novo. If the
pauper's affidavit is
approved by the county
judge, he shall direct the
justice to transmit to the
clerk of the county court, the
transcript, records and
papers of the case.

A pauper's affidavit will
be considered approved
upon one of the following

n
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
occurrences: ( I ) the
pauper's affidavit is not
contested by the other party;
(2) the pauper's affidavit is
contested by the other party
and upon a hearing the
justice determines that the
pauper's affidavit is
approved; or (3) upon a
hearing by the justice
disapproving of the pauper's
affidavit the appellant
appeals to the countyjudge
who then, after a hearing,
approves the pauper's
affidavit.

No writ of possession may
issue pending the hearing by
the county judge of the
appellant's right to appeal
on a pauper's affidavit. If
the county judge
disapproves the pauper's
affidavit, appellant may
perfect his appeal by filing
an appeal bond in the
amount as required by Rule
749 within five days
thereafter. If no appeal
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
bond is filed within five
days, a writ of possession
may issue.

749b Pg 971- TRCP 749b. PAUPER'S Lynn Sanders Modify rule 749b to provide Without such clarifying Adopt
972; 976- AFFIDAVIT IN for "payment of fair market languages courts are allowing
978; 980- NONPAYMENT OF RENT value of rent" by a tenant tenants who receive assistance
982 APPEALS seeking to remain in from government housing

In a nonpayment of rent possession of leased authorities to remain in
forcible detainer case a premises while appealing an possession pending appeal
tenantlappellant who has unsuccessful forcible entry without having to tender rents
appealed by filing a and detainer judgment. Add into the registry of the court.
pauper's affidavit under the following sentence to
these rules shall be entitled the end of 749b(2): "The
to stay in possession of the rental amount as provided
premises during the by a lease agreement is the
pendency of the appeal, by fair market value of the rent
complying with the for the purpose of
following procedure: determining an appropriate

(1) Within five days of rent deposit."
the date that the
tenant/appellant files his
pauper's affidavit, he must
pay into the justice court
registry one rental period's
rent under the terms of the
rental agreement.

(2) During the appeal
process as rent becomes due
under the rental agreement,

11
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
the tenant/appellant shall
pay the rent into the county
court registry within five
days of the due date under
the terms of the rental
agreement.

(3) If the tenant/appellant
fails to pay the rent into the
court registry within the
time limits prescribed by
these rules, the appellee may
file a notice of default in
county court. Upon sworn
motion by the appellee and a
showing of default to the
judge, the court shall issue a
writ of restitution.

(4) Land lord/appel lee
may withdraw any or all rent
in the county court registry
upon a) sworn motion and
hearing, prior to final
determination of the case,
showing just cause, b)
dismissal of the appeal, or c)
order of the court upon final
hearing.

(5) All hearings and
motions under this rule shall
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RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
be entitled to precedence in
the county court.

749b Pg 976 TRCP 749b. PAUPER'S Brian Sanford Change "writ of restitution" To be consistent with other Adopt
Pg 980- AFFIDAVIT IN to "writ of possession." rules pertaining to appropriate
982 NONPAYMENT OF RENT forcible entry and detainer

APPEALS relief.
(See above)

749c Pg 978 TRCP 749c. APPEAL Bill Willis Include clarifying comment To make clear the meaning of Adopt
Pg 980- PERFECTED to Rule 749c that although a 1990 comment: "To dispense
982 When an appeal bond has right of appeal from an with the appellate requirement

been timely filed in unsuccessful forcible entry of payment of any rent into the
conformity with Rule 749 or and detainer judgment may court registry."
a pauper's affidavit exist without the necessity
approved in conformity with of making a rent deposit
Rule 749a, the appeal shall into the registry of the
be perfected. court, a tenant has no right

to remain in possession
pending such appeal
without appropriate tender
of rent. Proposed comment:
"The requirements of Rule
749b( I) must be met by an
unsuccessful tenant seeking
to retain possession of the
premises pending appeal
and are not affected by Rule
749c."

750 No change suggested
751 Pg 974; TRCP 751. TRANSCRIPT Leslie Clarify type of notice Some clerks erroneously Adopt
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
Pg 978; When an appeal has been Sanchanowicz, clerks required to give interpret notice to be the
Pg 980- perfected, the justice shall Bexar County pursuant to TRCP 751. equivalent of service of process
981 stay all further proceedings DA Add the following and chargea service of process

on the judgment, and sentences to the end of the fec for an appeal de novo to
immediately make out a second paragraph: county court.
transcript of all the entries "Notification is sufficient
made on his docket of the by first class mail. No
proceedings had in the case; service of process fee shall
and he shall immediately be charged."
file the same, together with
the original papers and any
money in the court registry,
including sums tendered
pursuant to Rule 749b(1),
with the clerk of the county
court of the county in which
the trial was had, or other
court having jurisdiction of
such appeal. The clerk shall
docket the cause, and the
trial shall be de novo.

The clerk shall
immediately notify both
appellant and the adverse
party of the date of receipt
of the transcript and the
docket number of the cause.
Such notice shall advise the
defendant of the necessity

in
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RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
for filing a written answer in
the county court when the
defendant has pleaded orally
in the justice court.

The trial, as well as all
hearings and motions, shall
be entitled to precedence in
the county courts.

752-755 No change suggested
Proposed SSp 5 10 TRCP 814. EFFECTIVE Clarence Delete as Rule 814, modify GRP 13. The original Texas Adopt
General SSp 524- DATE Guittard rule as recommended and Rules of Civil Procedure took
Rule 814 525 These rules shall take renumber as part of new effect on September 1 st, 1941,

SSp 536 effect on September lst, proposed general procedural and the Texas Rules of
1941. They shall govern all rules (aka "GRP"). Appellate Procedure took
proceedings in actions effect on September Ist, 1986.
brought after they take These General Rules shall take
effect, and also all further effect on . All
proceedings in actions then rules govern proceedings in
pending, except to the extent actions then pending, except to
that in the opinion of the the extent that in the opinion of
court their application in a the court their application in a
particular action pending particular action pending when
when the rules take effect the rules take effect would not
would not be feasible or be feasible or would work
would work injustice, in injustice, in which event the
which event the former former procedure shall apply.
procedure shall apply. All All things properly done under
things properly done under any previously existing rule or
any previously existing rule statutes prior to the taking

1S



RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
or statutes prior to the taking effect of rules shall be treated
effect of these rules shall be as valid. Where citation or
treated as valid. Where other process is issued and
citation or other process is served in compliance with
issued and served in existing rules or laws prior to
compliance with existing the taking effect of rules, the
rules or laws prior to the party upon whom such citation
taking effect of these rules, or other process has been
the party upon whom such served shall have the time
citation or other process has provided for under such
been served shall have the previously existing rules or
time provided for under laws in which to comply
such previously existing therewith.
rules or laws in which to
comply therewith.

Proposed SSp 51 1- TRCP 815. Clarence Delete as Rule 815, modify GRP 14. SUBSTANTIVE Adopt
General 512 SUBSTANTIVE RIGHTS Guittard rule as recommended and RIGHTS UNAFFECTED
Rule 815 SSp 524- UNAFFECTED renumber as part of new No rule of procedure shall be

525 These rules shall not be proposed general procedural construed to enlarge or
SSp 536 construed to enlarge or rules (aka "GRP"). diminish any substantive rights

diminish any substantive or obligations of any party.
rights or obligations of any
parties to any civil action.

Proposed SSp 513- TRCP 816. Clarence Delete as Rule 816, modify GRP 15. JURISDICTION Adopt
General 514 JURISDICTION AND Guittard rule as recommended and AND VENUE UNAFFECTED
Rule 816 SSp 524- VENUE UNAFFECTED renumber as part of new No rule of procedure shall be

525 These rules shall not be proposed general procedural construed to extend or limit the
SSp 536 construed to extend or limit rules (aka "GRP"). jurisdiction of the courts of the

the jurisdiction of the courts State of Texas or the venue of

iA
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RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
of the State of Texas nor the lawsuits in them.
venue of actions therein.

Proposed SSp 5 15- TRCP 818. REFERENCE Clarence Delete as Rule 818, modify GRP 16. REFERENCE TO Adopt
General 516 TO FORMER STATUTES Guittard rule as recommended and FORMER STATUTES
Rule 818 SSp 524- Wherever any statute or renumber as part of new Whenever any statute or rule

525 rule refers to any practice or proposed general procedural refers to any practice or
SSp 536 procedure in any law, laws, rules (aka "GRP"). procedure in any law, laws,

statute or statutes, or to a statute or statutes or to a title,
title, chapter, section, or chapter, or section, or article of
article of the statutes, or the statutes, or contains any
contains any reference of reference of any such nature.
any such nature, and the
matter referred to has been
supplanted in whole or in
part by these rules, every
such reference shall be
deemed to be to the
pertinent part or parts of
these rules.

Proposed Ssp 517- TRCP 819. PROCEDURE Clarence Delete as Rule 819, modify GRP 17. PROCEDURE Adopt
General 518 CONTINUED Guittard rule as recommended and CONTINUED
Rule 819 SSp 524- All procedure prescribed renumber as part of new All procedure prescribed by

525 by statutes of the State of proposed general procedural statutes of the State of Texas
SSp 537 Texas not specifically listed rules (aka "GRP"). not specifically listed in the

in the accompanying enumeration of repealed
enumeration of repealed articles accompanying the
articles shall, insofar as the order of the Supreme Court as
same is not inconsistent with Court of Criminal Appeals
the provisions of these rules, adopting any rules of

i17



RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CIIANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
continue in accordance with procedure or amendment of the
the provisions of such rules shall, insofar as the same
statutes as rules of court. In is not inconsistent with the
case of inconsistency provisions of any pertinent rule
between the provisions of of procedure, continue in
these rules and any statutory accordance with the provisions
procedure not specifically of such statutes as rules of
listed as repealed, these court. In case of inconsistency
rules shall apply. between the provisions of any

rule of procedure and any
statutory procedure not
specifically listed as repealed,
the pertinent rule of procedure
shall apply.

Proposed SSp 519- TRCP 820. WORKERS' Clarence Delete as Rule 820, modify GRP 18. WORKERS Adopt
General 520 COMPENSATION LAW Guittard rule as recommended and COMPENSATION LAW
Rule 820 SSp 524- All portions of the renumber as part of new All portions of the Workers'

525 Workers' Compensation proposed general procedural Compensation Law, Articles
SSp 537 Law, Articles 8306-8309-1, rules (aka "GRP"). , Revised Civil Statutes,

Revised Civil Statutes, and and amendments thereto,
amendments thereto, which which relate to matters of
relate to matters of practice practice and procedure are
and procedure are hereby hereby adopted and retained in
adopted and retained in force and effect as rules of
force and effect as rules of court.
court.

Proposed SSp 521- TRCP 821. PRIOR COURT Clarence Delete as Rule 821, modify GRP 19. PRIOR COURT Adopt
General 522 RULES REPEALED Guittard rule as recommended and RULES REPEALED
Rule 821 SSP 524- These rules shall renumber as part of new These General Rules,
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NUMBER

CURRENT RULE CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
525 supersede all Court Rules proposed general procedural together with the Texas Rules
SSP 537- heretofore promulgated for rules (aka "GRP"). of Civil Procedure, as most
538 any court; and all of said recently amended, and the

prior Court Rules are hereby Texas Rules of Appellate
repealed; provided, Procedure, as most recently
however, any rules of amended, supersede all prior
procedure heretofore rules promulgated for any
adopted by a particular court, and all prior rules are
county or district court or by hereby repealed, except that
any Court of Appeals which local rules promulgated in
were not of general accordance with Rule 3a of the
application but were solely Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
to regulate procedure in the or Rule I(b) of the Texas Rules
particular court of Appellate Procedure that are
promulgating such rules are not of general application but
to remain in force and effect are solely to regulate procedure
insofar as they are not in the particular court
inconsistent with these rules. promulgating such rules shall

remain in force and effect
insofar as they are not
inconsistent with these General
Rules or any provision of the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
or the Texas Rules of
Appellate Procedure.

Proposed SSp 523 TRCP 822. TITLE Clarence Delete as Rule 822, modify GRP 20. TITLE Adopt
General Ssp 523- These rules may be known Guittard rule as recommended and These rules may be known

in
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RULE PAGE CURRENT RULE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
Rule 822 525 and cited as the Texas Rules renumber as part of new and cited as the Texas General

SSp 538 of Civil Procedure. proposed general procedural Rules of Procedure. Note: A
rules'(aka "GRP"). similar provision should

probably be added to TRAP as
Rule I b.
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Attachment "D"

DISPOSITION CHART
TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL 1'ROCEI)URE 737-822

RULE PAGE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CFIANGI; COMMIT`I'EE

BY ACTION
737

738

739 Pg 952 Judge Paul Exempt Rule 739 from Rule The use of overlapping time Adopt
Heath Til) 4, so that Saturdays, periods due to the use of

Sundays and holidays will distinctive counting methods
be used in computing five creates concern as to the
day periods. timeliness of demanding a jury.

740

741

742 Pg 961 (?J Change "officer" to: Currently this rule only Adopt
"sheriff, constable or provides for service by an
authorized person." "officer" and is silent as to the

propriety of service by other
"authorized persons" as
allowed in otherj.p., district
and county court civil
proceedings. The change will
make the rule consistent with
Rule 536.

742 Pg 965- Larry Niemann Change "officer" to To make it consistent with Reject
968 "person." TRCP 536

742a Pg 962- 1?1 Change "officer" to Currently this rule only Adopt
964 "sheriff, constable or provides for service by an

authorized person." "officer" and is silent as to the

r-IN_.,rf,..i i_... v_;,.4:., n,.-i.,._
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RULE PAGE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
propriety of service by other
"authorized persons" as
allowed In otherj.p., district
and county court civil
proceedings. The change will
make the rule consistent with
Rule 536.

742a Pg 965- Larry Niemann Change "officer" to To make it consistent with Reject
968 "person." TRCP 536

743

744 Pg 952, Judge Tom Exempt Rule 744 from Rule The use of overlapping time Adopt
753, Pg Lawrence 4, so that Saturdays, periods due to the use of
970 Judge Paul Sundays and holidays will distinctive counting methods

Heath TiII be used in computing five creates concern as to the
day periods. timeliness of demanding a jury.

745

746

747

747a Pg 960a- Judge Keith Clarify by comment as to Concern has been expressed as Adopt
960g Baker the meaning of "authorized to whether agent representation

Judge Paul agent." by a non-attorney constitutes
Heath Till Proposed comment: the unauthorized practice of

"Authorized agent" for law.
purposes of the landlord
should be construed to mean
owner, employee of owner,
managing company hired by
owner or realtor retained by
owner. For purposes of the

n
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RULE PAGE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
tenant "authorized agent"
should be construed to mean
tenant, employee of the
tenant or occupant of the
premises as defined in the
lease. (See attached letter
from Judge Till.)

748

749

749a Pg 978, Bill Willis The first paragraph to Rule Correct typographical error. Appears to be
980-982 749a should be corrected to corrected in

read "When a pauper's West's Texas
affidavit is timely contested Rules of Court
by appellee"...and delete book.
appellant.

749b Pg 971- Lynn Sanders Modify rule 749b to provide Without such clarifying Adopt
972; 976- for "payment of fair market languages courts are allowing
978; 980- value of rent" by a tenant tenants who receive assistance
982 seeking to remain in from government housing

possession of leased authorities to remain in
premises while appealing an possession pending appeal
unsuccessful forcible entry without having to tender rents
and detainer judgment. Add into the registry of the court.
the following sentence to
the end of 749b(2): "The
rental amount as provided
by a lease agreement is the
fair market value of the rent
for the purpose of
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RULE PAGE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CFIANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
determining an appropriate
rent deposit."

749b Pg 976 Brian Sanford Change "writ of restitution" To be consistent with other Adopt
Pg 980- to "writ of possession." rules pertaining to appropriate
982 forcible entry and detainer

relief.
749c Pg 978 Bill Willis Include clarifying comment To make clear the meaning of Adopt

Pg 980- to Rule 749c that although a 1990 comment: "To dispense
982 right of appeal from an with the appellate requirement

unsuccessful forcible entry of payment of any rent into the
and detainer judgment may court registry."
exist without the necessity
of making a rent deposit
into the registry of the
court, a tenant has no right
to remain in possession
pending such appeal
without appropriate tender
of rent. Proposed comment:
"The requirements of Rule
749b(1) must be met by an
unsuccessful tenant seeking
to retain possession of the
premises pending appeal
and are not affected by Rule
749c."

750

751 Pg 974; Leslie Clarify type of notice Some clerks erroneously Adopt
Pg 978; Sanchanowicz, clerks required to give interpret notice to be the

n
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RULE PAGE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
Pg 980- Bexar County pursuant to TRCP 751. equivalent of service of process
981 DA Add the following and chargea service of process

sentences to the end of the fee for an appeal de novo to
second paragraph: county court.
"Notification is sufficient
by first class mail. No
service of process fee shall
be charged."

752-755

Proposed SSp 510 Clarence Delete as Rule 814, modify GRP 13. The original Texas Adopt
General SSp 524- Guittard rule as recommended and Rules of Civil Procedure took
Rule 814 525 renumber as part of new effect on September 1 st, 1941,

SSp 536 proposed general procedural and the Texas Rules of
rules (aka "GRP"). Appellate Procedure took

effect on September 1st, 1986.
These General Rules shall take
effect on . All
rules govern proceedings in
actions then pending, except to
the extent that in the opinion of
the court their application in a
particular action pending when
the rules take effect would not
be feasible or would work
injustice, in which event the
former procedure shall apply.

All things properly done under

r
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RULE PAGE CIIANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
any previously existing rule or
statutes prior to the taking
effect of rules shall be treated
as valid. Where citation or
other process is issued and
served in compliance with
existing rules or laws prior to
the taking effect of rules, the
party upon whom such citation
or other process has been
served shall have the time
provided for under such
previously existing rules or
laws in which to comply
therewith.

Proposed SSp 511- Clarence Delete as Rule 815, modify GRP 14. SUBSTANTIVE Adopt
General 512 Guittard rule as recommended and RIGHTS UNAFFECTED
Rule 815 SSp 524- renumber as part of new No rule of procedure shall be

525 proposed general procedural construed to enlarge or
SSp 536 rules (aka "GRP"). diminish any substantive rights

or obligations of any party.
Proposed SSp 513- Clarence Delete as Rule 816, modify GRP 15. JURISDICTION Adopt
General 514 Guittard rule as recommended and AND VENUE UNAFFECTED
Rule 816 SSp 524- renumber as part of new No rule of procedure shall be

525 proposed general procedural construed to extend or limit the
SSp 536 rules (aka "GRP"). jurisdiction of the courts of the

State of Texas or the venue of
lawsuits in them.

Proposed SSp 515- Clarence Delete as Rule 818, modify GRP 16. REFERENCE TO Adopt

4,
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
General 516 Guittard rule as recommended and FORMER STATUTES
Rule 818 SSp 524- renumber as part of new Whenever any statute or rule

525 proposed general procedural refers to any practice or
SSp 536 rules (aka "GRP"). procedure in any law, laws,

statute or statutes or to a title,
chapter, or section, or article of
the statutes, or contains any
reference of any such nature.

Proposed Ssp 517- Clarence Delete as Rule 819, modify GRP 17. PROCEDURE Adopt
General 518 Guittard rule as recommended and CONTINUED
Rule 819 SSp 524- renumber as part of new All procedure prescribed by

525 proposed general procedural statutes of the State of Texas
SSp 537 rules (aka "GRP"). not specifically listed in the

enumeration of repealed
articles accompanying the
order of the Supreme Court as
Court of Criminal Appeals
adopting any rules of
procedure or amendment of the
rules shall, insofar as the same
is not inconsistent with the
provisions of any pertinent rule
of procedure, continue in
accordance with the provisions
of such statutes as rules of
court. In case of inconsistency
between the provisions of any
rule of procedure and any
statutory procedure not

7
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RULE PAGE CHANGE RECOMMENDED REASON SUB-
NUMBER SUGGESTED CHANGE COMMITTEE

BY ACTION
specifically listed as repealed,
the pertinent rule of procedure
shall apply.

Proposed SSp 519- Clarence Delete as Rule 820, modify GRP 18. WORKERS Adopt
General 520 Guittard rule as recommended and COMPENSATION LAW
Rule 820 SSp 524- renumber as part of new All portions of the Workers'

525 proposed general procedural Compensation Law, Articles
SSp 537 rules (aka "GRP"). , Revised Civil Statutes,

and amendments thereto,
which relate to matters of
practice and procedure are
hereby adopted and retained in
force and effect as rules of
court.

Proposed SSp 521- Clarence Delete as Rule 821, modify GRP 19. PRIOR COURT Adopt
General 522 Guittard rule as recommended and RULES REPEALED
Rule 821 SSP 524- renumber as part of new These General Rules,

525 proposed general procedural together with the Texas Rules
SSP 537- rules (aka "GRP"). of Civil Procedure, as most
538 recently amended, and the

Texas Rules of Appellate
Procedure, as most recently
amended, supersede all prior
rules promulgated for any
court, and all prior rules are
hereby repealed, except that
local rules promulgated in
accordance with Rule 3a of the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
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RULE PAGE
NUMBER

CHANGE
SUGGESTED

BY

RECOMMENDED
CHANGE

REASON SUB-
COMMITTEE

ACTION
or Rule I(b) of the Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure that are
not of general application but
are solely to regulate procedure
in the particular court
promulgating such rules shall
remain in force and effect
insofar as they are not
inconsistent with these General
Rules or any provision of the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure
or the Texas Rules of
Appellate Procedure.

Proposed SSp 523 Clarence Delete as Rule 822, modify GRP 20. TITLE Adopt
General Ssp 523- Guittard rule as recommended and These rules may be known
Rule 822 525 renumber as part of new and cited as the Texas General

SSp 538 proposed general procedural Rules of Procedure. Note: A
rules (aka "GRP"). similar provision should

probably be added to TRAP as
Rule lb.
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.L996 07=16AM FROM PAMELA STANTON BARON TO

Rule 292. Verdict by Portion of Original Jury

Fx.isting Rul:

12102282843 P.03

A verd'zct may be rendered in any cause by the concurrence, as to each
and all answers made, of the same ten members of an original jury of twelve or
of the same five members of an original jury of six. However, where as many
as three jurors die or be disabled from sitting and there are only nine jurors
remaining! of an original jury of twelve, those remaining may render and return a
verdict. If less than the original twelve or six jurors render a verdict, the verdict
must be signed by each juror concurring therein.

Revised Itule:

Rule 292. Verdict by Portion of Jury.

A verdict may be rendered in any cause by the concurrence, as to each
and all answers made, of the same ten members of a jury of twelve, including
any alternate jurors sworn as replacements, or of the same-five members of a
jury of six, including any alternate jurors sworn as replacements. However,
where as many as three jurors die or be disabled or disqualified from sitting and
there are only nine jurors remaining of a jury of twelve, including any alternate
jurors sworn as replacements, those remaining may render and return a verdict:
If fewer than twelve or six jurors render a verdict, the verdict must be signed by
each juror concurring therein. The trial court may determine that a juror is
disabled because of the severe illness of the juror or the death or severe illness of
a near relative of the juror.

TOTAL P.03

I
05/01/96 07:23 TX/RX NO.0578 P.003 ®
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lOi-[NHO\VIE*
PAULASWEENEY*
CHRIS JONES
BILL CAMP
JACK ROBINSON, JR.

'BOARD CERi'IFB:.D
PERSONAL JNJURY TRIAL LAW

TEXAS BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION

HOWIE & SWEENEY, L.L.P.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SUITE 1400

PARK PLACE ON TURTLE CREEK

2911 TURTLE CREEK BOULEVARD

DALLAS, TEXAS 75219

214-523-8800

800-523-2339

September 13, 1995

a prr

TELECOPIER

214-523-8888

TO: Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Dear Committee Members:

Enclosed is a current working draft of the Batson proposal from our subcommittee. Please let
us know your comments.

Best regards,

Paula SweeTy

PS/dsa
Enclosure
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Rule 232 Making Peremptory Challenges

(1) Number and Apportionment

[Unless alternate jurors are to be seated,] each side to a civil case shall be entitled to six
peremptory challenges in a case tried in the district court, and three for a case tried in county
court. If there are multiple parties on any one side, the trial court shall determine, before the
exercise of peremptory challenges, whether the parties are antagonistic with respect to an issue
to be submitted to the jury. Each antagonistic party is entitled to its own peremptory challenges.
Upon the timely motion of any party, made prior to the exercise of peremptory challenges, the
trial judge shall use its discretion to apportion the number of peremptory challenges so that no
party or side is given an unfair advantage as a result of the alignment of the litigants, the
determination of antagonism, and the award of peremptory challenges.

(2) Grounds

After the court determines any challenges for cause and motions pertaining to
apportionment, and within a reasonable time, the parties must exercise their peremptory
challenges by striking through a prospective juror's name from a list furnished by the clerk. A
peremptory challenge made without the necessity of assigning any reason therefor. The list of
jury panelists with peremptory strikes noted shall be given to the clerk, the court, and counsel.

(3) Procedure For Determinin g Validity of Proposed Peremptory Challenges

Any party may, outside the hearing of the panel and before the juror's names are
announced, object to another party's peremptory strike on the ground it is improperly motivated.
The objecting party must present prima facie evidence of facts tending to show the challenge was
motivated substantially by race, ethnicity, gender, or other unconstitutional basis. Upon such
prima facie proof, the party seeking to uphold the peremptory challenge must present evidence
of a neutral explanation sufficiently specific and related to the case that supports the strike. If
no such explanation is offered, the court shall disallow the strike. If a neutral explanation is
established by the evidence, the objecting party bears the burden to demonstrate, by the
preponderance of the evidence, that a proposed peremptory strike is improperly urged to
purposefully discriminate against a prospective juror due to race, ethnicity, gender, or other
unconstitutional basis. The trial court is the trier of fact on any challenges to peremptory
strikes.

A hearing upon a challenged peremptory strike is evidentiary. Only matters admitted into
evidence, or the subject of stipulation, admission, judicial notice, or a bill of exception made
at the time of the hearing, will be considered in ruling upon a challenged peremptory strike.
Documents should be admitted as exhibits, if appropriate, including juror information cards,
strike lists, any written responses to juror questionnaires, and notes of counsel. Testimony is
to be given under oath. Jurors' oral voir dire responses to questioning under oath may be
considered by the court, but need not be repeated.
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If the party objecting to the peremptory challenge sustains its burden of proof, the trial
court is to disallow the peremptory strike, and the strike shall be removed from the prospective
juror's name. A party that makes any of its peremptory challenge on improper grounds waives
any right to make any additional peremptory strikes to replace those found to have been
improper.

(4) Petit Jury Called By The Clerk After Peremptory Challenge Rulings

The trial court is to retain the list of prospective jurors, reflecting the court's ruling on
any challenges to peremptory strikes. [Unless alternate jurors are to be seated,] the clerk shall,
if in district court, call the first twelve names on the lists not stricken; or, if the case is in
county court, call the first six names on the lists not stricken. Those whose name are called
shall constitute the petit jury.
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